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Introduction 
 
The conference on Energy Security: ‘Outlook & perspectives in the Baltic Sea region’, was held in 
Vilnius, Lithuania on 15th and 16th of November, 2012 at the premises of Lithuanian Academy of 
Sciences. The conference was organised by the Institute for Energy and Transport of the Joint 
Research Centre of the European Commission, the Lithuanian Energy Institute and the Energy 
Security Center under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania in Vilnius with 
speakers representing governments of the Baltic States, universities and research institutes, system 
operators and private industrial companies. The conference was attended by ~170 registered 
participants.  
The conference was opened by A.Brūzga, Director of Energy Security Center under the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (Lithuania). Welcome message to the conference participants was addressed by A. 
Ažubalis, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania. The keynote speech was given by 
A. Sekmokas, Minister of Energy, Lithuania. Both ministers stressed the particular situation of the 
Baltic States in terms of isolated energy infrastructure and the energy projects being implemented 
by the current Lithuanian government. Support of the European Commission was welcomed and 
very much appreciated.  
The plenary session was followed by a talk given by G. De Santi, Director of the Institute for Energy 
and Transport, who introduced activities of the IET both in terms of research and policy support, 
addressed EC activities for the Baltic energy situation in terms of BEMIP plan and presented a 
proposal to create a platform for all stakeholders of the Baltic States (ministries, system operators, 
research institutions) to work out optimal energy solutions for the whole region. 
The next plenary speaker was E. Ušpuras, Director of Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI). He 
introduced activities of LEI in the area of energy security, presented a number of projects that LEI 
had completed or are on-going. He stressed the need for better collaboration among various 
research institutions in the Baltic States and in Europe. 
The first conference session Energy security – EU and the Baltic states was chaired by G. De Santi, 
Director of IET. The speakers from the governments of Latvia (D.Merirands) and Poland 
(M.Kawnik) stressed the need for better collaboration in the Baltic region. D.Merirands highlighted 
the mutual benefits of regional cooperation and the need for further development of power and gas 
connections in the region. M.Kawnik focused more on the EU policy to integrate internal market 
and develop trusted connections with the 3rd countries. The next speaker R.Juozaitis from 
WEC/Lithuania was replaced by G.Adžgauskas, who presented some insights about Lithuanian 
energy market, highlighting the potential of new energy projects in Lithuania (LNG terminal, 
Visaginas NPP), however, pointing out that disagreements at the political level delay the 
implementation and produce losses for all partners. E.Kisel from WEC Headquarters presented 
activities of WEC and a new study on energy performance indicators for 93 WEC member states. 
The results were presented for the 3 Baltic States, including energy security, social equity and 
environmental aspects. In fact, despite individual differences (Estonia is better for energy security 
due to domestic shale oil production, but worse on environmental ranking; Latvia is strong on 
hydro-power production, Lithuania – oil reserves due to oil refinery plant and sea oil import 
terminal), all Baltic States are finally ranked rather similarly. The study highlighted that Lithuania 
and Latvia need additional electricity generation capacity to reduced production/consumption 
ratio. 
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The session Industrial perspective in the Baltic energy market – where science can help was chaired 
by E.Ušpuras. A.Masiulis, CEO of AB Klaipėdos Nafta, presented LNG terminal construction 
project in Klaipėda, Lithuania. The terminal should be put in operation by the end of 2014. 
G.Klevinskas (Visaginas AE Ltd.) presented Visaginas NPP project and its technical characteristics. 
These two projects are the major energy infrastructure development projects in Lithuania. The next 
speaker K.Kukk (AB Elering) from Estonian power transmission company, presented Estonian view 
on Baltic power grid connection and synchronisation to European networks by 2020. The need for 
investments and research support was also highlighted. O.Linkevics from Latvian energy company 
Latvenergo presented energy options for Latvia and future goals. He stressed importance to build 
Visaginas NPP in Lithuania and guarantee power supply for the whole region. 
In the afternoon session on Modeling and analysis of energy systems chaired by M. Masera (Head 
of ESU, IET), 4 four speakers presented energy modelling activities in various fields. B. Klaasen 
from Fraunhofer SCAI presented MYNTS network modelling tool to be used for gas, power, water, 
oil networks. R. Bolado (ESU, IET) presented EC regulation 994 on security of gas supply and 
activities on modelling of European gas network by various methods: hydraulic model, mass-
balance model, reliability model. J. Rekis from Latvian Institute of Physical Energetics presented 
Latvian model of optimal energy mix, modelled by using MARKAL (Times) model generator. 
A.Galinis from Lithuanian Energy Institute presented various energy strategy modelling activities 
for Lithuania and the Baltic States by using linear programming technique.  
The last session of the first day “Future developments in the Baltics: emerging technologies” was 
chaired by E.Kisel. The first speaker, S.Linderoth, Head of Energy Conversion Department at 
Technical University of Denmark presented Danish energy goals and complete independence from 
fossil fuels by 2050, including transport. The presentation focused on biomass electrolysis process 
that could be used in a number of ways to generate fossil-free energy both for direct use and 
storage. The storage capability would guarantee stability of energy supply as normally renewable 
energy (wind, solar) production is not stable. M.Masera (Head of Energy Security Unit) presented 
JRC activities on smart electricity systems, highlighting simulation, evaluations and visualisation 
capabilities and stressing strong focus for collaboration and dissemination of the models, 
methodologies and tools. A. Eriksson (ESU, IET) presented some results from the recent ESU study 
on shale gas. Specifically, he mentioned the indirect impact of US shale gas has had on EU gas 
market, through more LNG supply and lower prices. Energy systems modeling was used to show 
the potential role of shale gas in the future energy mix, depending on actual resources, energy 
demand and future production cost. A.Obushevs from Latvian Institute for Physical Energetics 
presented research on smart grid application at transmission level, discussing an application of 
wind power generation and possible future applications. 
The next day (Nov 16th) conference started with the session Regulatory perspectives, chaired by 
Prof. V.Miškinis (LEI). The first speaker G. Morén, Director of Legal Department, Energy Markets 
Inspectorate, Sweden presented Swedish energy situation and legal framework to ensure security of 
supply. L. Lo Schiavo presented Italian experience and developments in regulating smart power 
systems. R. Staniulis from Litgrid AB, Lithuanian TSO of power network presented future 
perspectives of the power market in the Baltic region when entering into Nord Pool Spot market. 
M.Demčenko, Head of State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate in Lithuania presented regulatory 
experience in Lithuania and legal preparedness framework for the construction of a new nuclear 
power plant. The last speaker of the session, M.Merighi from Jaspers program of the EIB presented 
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their activities and the overview of the projects funded by EIB to enhance energy security in the 
Baltic region for the programming period of 2007-2013. 
The session Future developments in the Baltics: new policies, building solidarity and partnership 
was chaired by A.Brūzga (Director of ESC) and included 3 speakers. J.Grubliauskas from NATO 
Headquaters presented NATO activities and scientific cooperation in the field of energy security. A. 
Mäe from Estonian Foreign Policy Institute presented critical view on the definitions of energy 
security. He proposed to consider also energy vulnerability in addition to energy security and 
measure it by cost of alternatives. The last speaker R.Švedas, former vice-minister for Energy of the 
Republic of Lithuania, presented another view on energy security, claiming that many energy 
security issues are created by human interests or lack of political cooperation. 
All the conference materials: presentations, photos and videos can be found at the conference 
website: http://www.lei.lt/energy-security-conference/ 
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Conference programme 
 
First day, 15 November, 2012 
 
08:00 – 08:30 Registration 
08:30 – 09:40 Opening session: welcome remarks and plenary talks  
chair: A. Brūzga, Director of Energy Security Center under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Lithuania 
Welcome address:      A. Ažubalis, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania 
Keynote speech:          A. Sekmokas, Minister of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania 
Plenary talks: 
• G. De Santi, Director of the Institute for Energy and Transport (IET), DG Joint Research Centre, EC  
• E. Ušpuras, Director of Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) 
09:45 – 11:05 Energy security – EU and the Baltic states 
chair: G. De Santi, Director of Institute for Energy and Transport, JRC EC 
• D. Merirands (Director of Energy Department, Ministry of Economy, Latvia)  
Regional energy cooperation: opportunities, challenges, benefits 
• M. Kawnik (Head of International Affairs Unit, Dept. of Oil and Gas, Ministry of Economy, Poland)  
The role of energy markets integration in the EU external energy policy 
• G.Adžgauskas (World Energy Council, Lithuania) Energy security of the Baltics and Lithuanian situation 
• E. Kisel (World Energy Council Headquarters, UK) Energy security policy assessment of the Baltic 
countries 
Coffee break (11:05 – 11:30) 
11:30 – 13:00 Industrial perspective in the Baltic energy market – where science can help              
chair: E. Ušpuras, Director of Lithuanian Energy Institute 
• R. Masiulis (CEO, AB Klaipėdos Nafta, Lithuania) LNG terminal project in Lithuania 
• G. Klevinskas (Head of Safety and Licensing Department, UAB Visaginas AE, Lithuania)  
Visaginas Nuclear Power Plant Project: Current Status and Perspectives 
• K. Kukk (Strategy Manager, Elering, Estonia) Perspective of common Nordic-Baltic energy markets 
• O. Linkevics (Head of Development Section, AS Latvenergo, Latvia) Electricity supply options for Latvia to 
ensure security, sustainability and efficiency 
Lunch Buffet (13:00 – 14:00) 
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First day afternoon, 15 November, 2012 
 
 
14:00 – 15:20 Modeling and analysis of energy systems  
chair: M. Masera, Head of Energy Security Unit, IET JRC EC 
• B. Klaassen (Fraunhofer SCAI, Germany), Energy network modeling tool MYNTS  
• R. Bolado-Lavin, V. Kopustinskas (EC JRC IET, the Netherlands) Gas network modeling and risk 
assessment  
• G. Klavs, J. Rekis (Institute of Physical Energetics, Latvia) Modelling of Energy Strategy in Latvia: 
Introduction of energy and climate mitigation policy issues in energy planning model 
• A. Galinis (LEI, Lithuania) Modelling of the Lithuanian energy sector 
Coffee break (15:20 - 15:40) 
15:40 – 17:00 Future developments in the Baltics: emerging technologies  
chair: E. Kisel (World Energy Council Headquarters, UK) 
• S. Linderoth (Technical University of Denmark, Head of Energy Conversion Department)  
Electrolysis and biomass hand-in-hand 
• M. Masera (EC JRC IET, the Netherlands) Advances and challenges in smart grid systems 
• A. Eriksson (EC JRC IET, the Netherlands) Shale gas perspectives and impact to the gas market in 
Europe 
• A. Obushevs, I. Oleinikova (Institute of Physical Energetics, Latvia) Baltic Power System Sustainable 
Development with Smart Grids application on Transmission Level 
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Second day, 16 November, 2012 
 
 
 
 
08:30 – 10:10 Regulatory perspectives 
chair: V. Miškinis, Head of Energy Systems Research Laboratory, Lithuanian Energy Institute 
• G. Morén (Director of Legal Department, Energy Markets Inspectorate, Sweden)  
Security of Supply on National level in a European Electricity Market 
• L. Lo Schiavo (AEEG, Italian electricity and gas regulatory authority, Italy) Challenges and 
innovation in regulation of smart power systems: experience of Italy 
• R. Staniulis (Head of Strategy and Market Development Department, AB Litgrid, Lithuania)  
Baltic electricity market development 
• M. Demčenko (Head of State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI), Lithuania)  
Safety Requirements for new NPP in Lithuania 
• M. Merighi (JASPERS, European Investment Bank, Poland) How EU Funds use contributed to 
energy security in 2007-2013 programming period and the role of JASPERS 
Coffee break (10:10 - 10:30) 
10:30 – 11:30 Future developments in the Baltics: new policies, building solidarity and partnership  
chair: A. Brūzga, Director of Energy Security Center under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lithuania 
• J. Grubliauskas (Energy Security, Emerging Security Challenges Division, NATO Headquaters, 
Brussels) 
NATO Scientific Cooperation and Partnerships in the Field of Energy Security 
• A. Mäe (Estonian Foreign Policy Institute, Estonia)  
Energy security - a critical approach 
• R. Švedas (Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University, Lithuania)  
Energy security policy - are we ready? 
Concluding session     11:30 – 12:00 
chair G. De Santi/M.Masera (EC JRC IET), Participants: All chairmen, representatives of ministries and 
World Energy Council 
Lunch Buffet (12:00 – 13:00) 
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List of registered participants 
 
N Surname Name Institution Country 
1 Adomaitienė Zita The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy Lithuania 
2 Adžgauskas Gintaras Lithuanian Member Committee of the World Energy Council Lithuania 
3 Ališauskas Darius Kaunas University of Applied Engineering Sciences Lithuania 
4 Apanovych Taya Embassy of Ukraine in Lithuania Ukraine 
5 Arias Estevez Miguel 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
Ambassador of the Kingdom of Spain 
to Lithuania 
Spain 
6 Ašmantas Leonas Independent expert Lithuania 
7 Augutis Juozas Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
8 Avulytė Moreira Rūta Enterprise Lithuania Lithuania 
9 Ažubalis Audronius Minister of Foreign Affairs Lithuania 
10 Ažubalis Mindaugas Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
11 Babelytė-Labanauskė Kristina 
Ministry of Education and Science of 
Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
12 Balčytis Gintautas Radiation Protection Centre Lithuania 
13 Baravykas Rimantas  UAB “Bureau Veritas Lit” Lithuania 
14 Baublys Juozas The General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania Lithuania 
15 Bedugnis Vitalij Professional Law Partnership “Baltic Legal Solutions Lithuania” Lithuania 
16 Bilys Saulius AB "Lietuvos dujos" Lithuania 
17 Bolado-Lavin Ricardo Energy Security Unit, Joint Research Centre, European Commission Netherlands  
18 Bružas Žilvinas Integrity PER Lithuania 
19 Brūzga Audrius 
Energy Security Center under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Lithuania 
Lithuania 
20 Budrys Vidmantas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
21 Čeikaitė Jūratė Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
22 Costineanu Mircea Embassy of Romania Romania 
23 De Santi Giovanni European Commission JRC Institute for Energy and Transport Netherlands  
24 Deksnys Rimantas  Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
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25 Demčenko Michail State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate Lithuania 
26 Deveikis Tomas Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
27 Eriksson Arne Energy Security Unit, Joint Research Centre, European Commission Netherlands  
28 Galinis Arvydas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
29 Gatautis Ramūnas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
30 Gavėnas Gintaras Self employed Lithuania 
31 Genys Dainius Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
32 Giparas Giedrius Ministry of Environment of Republic 
of Lithuania Lithuania 
33 Gluszek Artur PSE Operator S.A. Poland 
34 Greičiuvienė Violeta Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
35 Grigaitytė Gitana Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
36 Grubliauskas Julijus NATO Headquarters Belgium 
37 Gueli Elio Embassy of Italy Italy 
38 Gylys Jonas Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
39 Hall Anne Embassy of the United States of America USA 
40 Hamilton Kevin Head of the Office of the Embassy of Canada in Vilnius USA 
41 Heung Justin Embassy of the United States of America USA 
42 Høgetveit Åsne Royal Norwegian Embassy Norway 
43 Ilioitienė  Ugnė Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
44 Jankauskas Vidmantas Vilnius Gedimino Technical University Lithuania 
45 Jasilionytė Renata  Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
46 Jaskelevičius Bronius Lithuanian Academy of Sciences Lithuania 
47 Jonaitis Audrius Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
48 Jurkevičienė Eglė Embassy of Canada in Vilnius Canada 
49 Kadišienė Dalia Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
50 Kalo Otto National University of Public Service Hungary 
51 Kamaitis Dainius Petras 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
52 Kanerva Jenny Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden Sweden 
53 Karaliūnaitė Inga UAB “Ekokonsultacijos” Lithuania 
54 Karaliūnas Viktoras UAB ALSTOM POWER Lithuania 
55 Kavaliūnaitė Sigita Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
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56 Kawnik Mariusz Ministry of Economy Poland 
57 Kerežis Daumantas Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
58 Kertenis Devidas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
59 Kimtys Evaldas State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate Lithuania 
60 Kisel Einari World Energy Council UK 
61 Klaassen Bernhard Fraunhofer SCAI Germany 
62 Klavs Gaidis Institute of Physical Energetics Latvia 
63 Klementavičius Arturas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
64 Klevinskas Gintautas Visagino AE Lithuania 
65 Koller Helmut Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Austria to Lithuania Austria 
66 Kondrotas Raimondas AB LITGRID Lithuania 
67 Kopustinskas Vytis Energy Security Unit, Joint Research Centre, European Commission Italy 
68 Krikštolaitis Ričardas Lithuanian Energy Institute/Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
69 Kukk Kalle ELERING Estonia 
70 Kuras Gediminas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
71 Kutas Saulius Club of Energy Senior's Lithuania 
72 Lazauskienė Jurga Lithuanian Geological Survey under the Ministry of Environment Lithuania 
73 Levon Christian Embassy of France France 
74 Linderoth Søren DTU Energy  Conversion Denmark 
75 Linkevics Olegs Head of Development Section, R&D Latvia 
76 Lo Schiavo Luca AEEG, Italian electricity and gas 
regulatory authority Italy 
77 Lukoševičius Tomas Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
78 Mäe Andres Estonian Foreign Policy Institute Estonia 
79 Markauskas Rimgaudas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
80 Masera Marcelo Energy Security Unit, Joint Research Centre, European Commission Netherlands  
81 Masiulis Rokas SC “Klaipėdos nafta” Lithuania 
82 Mattus  Tapani  Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden Sweden 
83 Matukas Julijonas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
84 Merighi Massimo JASPERS Poland 
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85 Merirands Dins Ministry of Economics Latvia 
86 Milašauskas Tomas The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy Lithuania 
87 Miškinis Vaclovas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
88 Molis Arūnas 
Energy Security Center under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Lithuania 
Lithuania 
89 Morén Göran Energy Markets Inspectorate Sweden 
90 Naudužaitė Monika Joint Research Centre, European Commission Belgium 
91 Naudužas Vytautas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
92 Obushevs Artjoms Institute of Physical Energetics Latvia 
93 Pakalnis Eirimas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
94 Pakalniškis Saulius Invest Lithuania  Lithuania 
95 Party Geoffrey Actualis Baltic Lithuania 
96 Pashayeva Gulshan Center for Strategic Studies Azerbaijan 
97 Pažarauskienė Rasa 
Energy Security Center under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Lithuania 
Lithuania 
98 Pech Radek 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
Ambassador of the Czech Republic to 
Lithuania 
Czech 
Republic 
99 Pecze Zoltán  Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Hungary to Lithuania Hungary 
100 Pemkus Arūnas Integrity PER Lithuania 
101 Petkutė Viktorija The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy Lithuania 
102 Pierz Przemyslaw Embassy of Poland in Lithuania Poland 
103 Poderys Virgilijus AB LITGRID Lithuania 
104 Pravalackaitė  Jūratė The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy Lithuania 
105 Radziukynienė Neringa Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
106 Ranalli Laura Embassy of Italy Italy 
107 Raulušonis Benediktas Lithuanian Energy Consultants Association Lithuania 
108 Rekis Janis Institute of Physical Energetics Latvia 
109 Rimkevičius Aidas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
110 Rimšaitė Laura Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
111 Sakalauskas Algirdas UAB "EKOBANA" Lithuania 
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112 Sapetkaitė Vaiva The Parliament of Lithuania Lithuania 
113 Satkūnas Jonas Lithuanian Geological Survey Lithuania 
114 Savičienė Ringailė British Embassy  Lithuania 
115 Savickaitė Milda The Royal Danish Embassy Lithuania 
116 Savickas Lukas Invest in Lithuania Lithuania 
117 Sekmokas Arvydas Minister of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
118 Šerėnienė Laura Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
119 Shiraishi Kazuko Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Japan to Lithuania Japan 
120 Slėnys Andrius Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
121 Šlihta Gunta Institute of Physical Energetics Latvia 
122 Staniulis Robertas AB LITGRID Lithuania 
123 Stasiukynas Andrius Mykolas Romeris University Lithuania 
124 Steele Montgomerie Chevron UK 
125 Steponėnas Juozas Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
126 Stravinskienė Olga 
Energy Security Center under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Lithuania 
Lithuania 
127 Sucila Marius Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
128 Švaikauskas Karolis Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
129 Švedas Romas Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University Lithuania 
130 Tamošiūnienė Dalia Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
131 Tanaka Chihiro Embassy of Japan Japan 
132 Teškevičienė Birutė ERPF Projektai  Lithuania 
133 Tumkevič Agnija Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
134 Urbonaitė Milda Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
135 Urbonas Rolandas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
136 Urbonienė Neringa Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
137 Ušpuras Eugenijus Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
138 Utku Mujde  Embassy of the Republic of Turkey Turkey 
139 Vaičiūnas Žygimantas Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
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140 Vaikėnienė Nijolė Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
141 Valiūnaitė Vita Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
142 Vandsoe Claus  Claus Vandsoe Lithuania 
143 Vandsoe Renata  Energy Consultant Lithuania 
144 Vilemas Jurgis Lithuanian Academy of Sciences Lithuania 
145 Vizbarkienė Jūratė Ministry of Education and Science of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
146 Whan Alexander Embassy of the United States of America USA 
146 Wiethoff Wolfgang  Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany  Lithuania 
148 Žalaitė Laura BALTPOOL Lithuania 
149 Žilėnas Kęstutis Ministry of Energy of Republic of Lithuania Lithuania 
150 Žongolavičiūtė Lina Office of Prime Minister Lithuania 
151 Krinicina Giedrė UAB “Visagino atominė elektrinė” Lithuania 
152 Baliūnaitė Rimgailė The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy Lithuania 
153 Baltuška Sigitas UAB “Visagino atominė elektrinė” Lithuania 
154 Kulvelytė Viktorija UAB “Visagino atominė elektrinė” Lithuania 
Students 
1 Augienė Rūta Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
2 Badalov Elmir  
Vilnius University, Faculty of 
International Relations and Political 
Science 
Azerbaijan 
3 Biekša Kęstutis Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
4 Česnakas Giedrius Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
5 Della Patrona - Frouin Ines 
Vilnius University, Faculty of 
International Relations and Political 
Science 
France 
6 Giacomelli Florinda University of Bologna / VMU Italy 
7 Godelis Dovydas Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
8 Karneyeva Yuliya  
Vilnius University, Faculty of 
International Relations and Political 
Science 
Ukraine 
9 Kolesnikaitė Kristina Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
10 Laurinavičius Darius Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
11 Martišauskas Linas Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
12 Matuzienė Vaida Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
13 Murauskaitė Lina Lithuanian Energy Institute Lithuania 
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International Relations and Political 
Science 
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Vilnius University, Faculty of 
International Relations and Political 
Science 
Ukraine 
16 Shayakhmetova Aya 
Vilnius University, Faculty of 
International Relations and Political 
Science 
Kazachstan 
17 Sinkevičiūtė Laura Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
18 Talačkaitė Gabija Vytautas Magnus University Lithuania 
19 Tumidei Veronica University of Bologna/VMU Italy 
20 Wagner Chris Vytautas Magnus University Germany 
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Concluding remarks 
 
The last concluding panel session was chaired by M.Masera, who fostered the proposal of G.De 
Santi to create a platform for all stakeholders of the Baltic States (ministries, system operators, 
research institutions) to work out optimal energy solutions for the whole Baltic region. During the 
last concluding panel session, 3 co-organisers of the conferences agreed on the following conference 
conclusions to be announced: 
 The Conference on Energy Security: Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea Region offered 
participants an opportunity to exchange views on energy security situation in the Baltic Sea 
region from the perspective of science and research community.  
 The participants favourably responded to the proposal of the Director of the Institute for 
Energy and Transport, DG Joint Research Centre, EC, Mr Giovanni De Santi to create a 
platform for regional cooperation of science and research community on energy security in 
partnership with the JRC.  
 The Lithuanian Energy Institute acting on behalf of the host country Lithuania and in 
cooperation with the regional partners and stake-holders from the Baltic countries has 
agreed to define the parametres of such a platform and in consultations with the JRC 
Institute for Energy and Transport to prepare a draft Terms of Reference. The Platform is 
expected to be officially launched during the Lithuania‘s Presidency of the European Union 
in 2013. 
 The participants took note of Lithuania‘s intention to organize a follow-up Conference 
„Scientific support to energy security in the Baltic Sea Region“ to be held in Vilnius on 3-4 July, 
2013 in the framework of Lithuania‘s Presidency of the EU. 
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The mission of the JRC is to provide customer-driven scientific
and technical support for the conception, development,
implementation and monitoring of EU policies.
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• Sustainable transport
• Energy efficiency
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JRC Smart Grids Mapping Tool:
The first Europe-wide interactive 
collection of smart grid projects 
JRC Reference Report: 
The first integrated cost-
benefit methodology 
applied to a real smart 
grid project
4 CORE 
ACTIVITIES 
ON SMART 
GRIDS
Smart Grids
Smart Grid Simulation 
Centre: 
Launch of off-line and 
real-time simulators
JRC IET Staff Day 2012
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EC Regulation proposal 
for Trans-European  
Energy Infrastructure
Nov-2011
EC Assessment 
framework for 
evaluation of SG 
projects (EC Task Force 
EG4)
Selection of Smart Grid 
projects of common 
interest within the 
infrastructure package
EC Communication 
Smart Grids: from 
innovation to 
deployment
Apr-2011
EC Recommendation 
on Smart Metering 
Deployment
Mar-2012
JRC POLICY CONTEXT AND 
IMPACT
Inventory and 
analysis of 
smart grids
Use of case studies
Cost-Benefit 
Analysis for 
Smart Grids
Cost-Benefit 
Analysis for 
Smart Metering
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EC perspective on the situation in the Baltic States
Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP)
• endorsed by the eight Baltic Sea EU MS and the Commission 17 June
2009
• Focus: energy market and infrastructure
• BEMIP Regional Conferences in Vilnius
 1st on 25 November 2009
 2nd on 14 September 2012
JRC IET Staff Day 2012
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BEMIP’s projects
Important projects:
 finalization of electricity market, power links Estonia-Finland, Lithuania-
Poland, Lithuania-Sweden
 Gas & Oil
 Full impact in 2014-2015
24
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Need for a comprehensive approach 
to energy security
Science & technology have a central role 
Aspects:
• From conventional to unconventional gas & oil
• Impact or renewables and nuclear on markets and 
sustainability
• Long-term view on infrastructures: e.g. smart grids
JRC IET Staff Day 2012
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Networking stakeholders for energy 
security S&T
The EC Baltic Action Plan 2009 already called to:
• Ensure more cross-border cooperation to share experiences
and coordinate better
• Use research as a base for policy decisions through common
research programs
The Baltic area might benefit from a dedicated S&T
platform focused on energy security
• More solid knowledge for policy and business decisions
• Promotion of innovation
25
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Thank you for your attention.
G.F. De Santi
Institute for Energy and Transport
Director
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Eugenijus Ušpuras
Lithuanian Energy Institute
Lithuanian Research Activities in 
Energy Security
Content
1. Introduction 
2. Energy security research in Lithuania
3. Energy Security Research Center
4. Security of Energy Infrastructures
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Introduction (1)
` State when energy demand of country 
(region), citizenry, society, government and 
economy is satisfied by available fuel-energy 
resources on normal and marginal conditions.
` Security of essential energy interests 
(personal, public, governmental) from internal 
and external threats.
Introduction (2)
` The International Energy Agency describes 
conception “energy supply security” as a 
reliable possibility to obtain proper energy 
quantity for reasonable price.
` The description of energy security according 
to the World Energy Council is the following: it 
is the protection of citizens, society, 
economics and state against threats, arising 
to reliable fuel and energy supply.
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Introduction (3)
Different approaches are used for assessing 
security of energy supply in Lithuanian Energy 
Institute: 
• economical modelling,
• expert risk assessment,
• analysis of primary energy sources,
• development of security indicators system.
Energy security research in Lithuania (1)
` Ignalina NPP.  Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) (Risk 
analysis, Accidents analysis );
` Lithuanian Energy Strategy (1999; 2002; 2005: 
2007);
` Special Studies (Ignalina NPP decommissioning 
impact to Lithuanian economic security after 2010).
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Energy security research in Lithuania(2)
` Research project Development of methodologies 
of Security and Reliability Assessment of 
Energy Supply to Lithuania (2006 – 2008;  2009 –
2011). 
` Research Council of Lithuania financed National 
research programme Energy Future project
Development of Methodology for Energy 
Security Analysis and Integrated Security Level 
Assessment (2010 – 2011).
` Research Council of Lithuania financed National 
research programme Energy Future project 
Investigation of Lithuanian energy security and 
energy security level assessment (2012-2014).
Energy security research in Lithuania(3)
` 7FP project Security of Energy Considering Its 
Uncertainty, Risk and Economic Implications 
(SECURE) (2008-2010). The project developed 
appropriate tools for evaluating the vulnerability of 
the EU to the different energy supply risks, and for 
promoting the optimization of EU energy insecurity 
mitigation strategies, including investment, demand 
side management and dialogue with producing 
countries. 
` SECURE partners from France, Italy, Denmark, 
Lithuania (LEI), JRC, Germany, Switzerland, 
Russian Federation, UK, Belgium, Austria.
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Energy Security Research Center 
(ESRC) (1)
ESRC was founded by Vytautas Magnus 
University (VMU) and Lithuania Energy Institute 
(LEI) in 2008
The main aims and functions of ESRC are the 
following:
- Create theoretical principles of assessment of 
energy supply security, scientifically define the 
criteria of acceptable energy security level, to 
prepare and improve the assessment techniques 
concerning socioeconomic, political and other 
outcomes of possible energy supply threats.
Energy Security Research Center 
(ESRC) (2)
The main aims and functions of ESRC are the 
following (cont.):
- Assess possible technical, economic, social and 
political threats of energy supply. Give suggestions 
for improvement of energy security and for reduction 
of potential threat.
- Participate in various national and international 
programmes and projects linked to energy security 
research. Present the research results in 
international and Lithuanian scientific journals and 
conferences.
- Train young scientists. Give the possibility for the 
young scientists, PhD and Master students to gain 
scientific and research experience.
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Energy Security Research Center 
(ESRC) (3)
` Based on the Joint Working Agreement  LEI–VMU 
Research is performed in Energy field, Risk 
analysis, Systems reliability analysis, Political 
sciences, Sociology.
` In the frame of collaboration two Research Council 
of Lithuania financed National research 
programme Energy Future projects were / are 
performed:
` Development of Methodology for Energy 
Security Analysis and Integrated Security Level 
Assessment (2010 – 2011).
` Investigation of Lithuanian energy security and 
energy security level assessment (2012-2014). 
Security of Energy Infrastructures
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Assessment of Critical Infrastructure
Experience:
Reliability 
Assessment of 
Lithuanian Power
Transmission System.
Risk analysis of petrol
transportation by
trucks through
Lithuanian roads
Assessment of Critical Infrastructure
Risk analysis of 
Kauno HPP
Risk analysis of 
Kruonis HPSP
KHP 
dam
Flooding 
zone
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Plane crash model
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Pr(s)
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Probabilistic Analysis
Analysis of Events Generated Missile 
Aircraft crash
Mishaps during handing 
(dropped objects, 
collisions)
Explosionss
Pipe rupture
Failure of rotating 
machinery.
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Linear and Non-linear analysis of 
Reinforced Concrete Constructions
Analysis of stresses
Analysis of strains
Analysis of crack 
formation in concrete 
subjected to limit loads.
Analysis of Aircraft Crash
Structural response, 
Global level.
Structural response, 
Semi-global level.
Structural response, 
Local level.
Fire analysis.
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Global Analysis of Aircraft Crash
Local Analysis of Aircraft Crash
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Probabilistic analysis of constructions 
failure   
Taking into account
Geometry parameters 
distribution
 Material properties 
parameters distribution
Loads distribution.
Probabilistic analysis of constructions 
failure using NEPTUNE/ProFES
Many deterministic analyses were performed using different values 
of the random variables that were specified by ProFES. All the 
deterministic results received by NEPTUNE were transferred to the 
ProFES software system, which then performed probabilistic 
analyses of construction failure.
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Probabilistic analysis method for 
constructions failure
These methods can be used 
for the probabilistic  
analyses :
 The Monte Carlo 
Simulation Methods;
 First Order Reliability 
Methods;
 Combined Monte Carlo 
Simulation and Response 
Surface methods.
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Concluding remark
` Despite the fact that research in the field of 
energy security is performed in Lithuania, further 
collaboration and integration of efforts in this field 
should be accomplished in Baltic Sea region and 
entire Europe. 
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` Thank you for your attention
`Eugenijus Ušpuras
`uspuras@mail.lei.lt
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Regional Baltic energy cooperation‐
opportunities, challenges, benefits
National 
ambitions
Regional 
benefits
Key principles
Solidarity
Mutual 
support
Balance
Regional cooperation requires 
compliance and equally 
important elements:
¾ balance of national and 
regional interests 
¾ solidarity among the 
partners
¾ mutual support both at 
political and financial level
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 Economic advantages
 Shared responsibility
 Security of supply
 Regional strength
Opportunities
 National interests & compliance
 Trust & support
 Different national energy policies &
portfolios
Challenges
41
 Infrastructure
 Energy & climate targets
 Energy price
 Market liquidity & investments
Benefits
Success stories we continue to achieve in our energy cooperation
have been worth the discussions:
 Estlink 1
 BEMIP electricity
 NordBalt
 Baltic gas infrastructure upgrade
 .....
Success stories
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 Regional LNG facility and gas market operation
 Agreement & progress with base load capacity
projects
 Gas infrastructure:
¾ Lithuania‐Poland
¾ Estonia‐Finland
Next tasks
Thank you!
Adrese: Brīvības iela 55, Rīga, LV‐1519
Tālrunis: 67013101
Fakss: 67280882
E‐pasts: pasts@em.gov.lv
Mājas lapa: www.em.gov.lv
Twitter: @EM_gov_lv, @siltinam
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/ekonomikasministrija
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The role of energy markets integration in the EU external 
energy policy
Mariusz Kawnik, Head of International Affaires Unit, Oil and Gas Dept., Ministry of Economy of Poland
Advantages of market integration –
MS perspective
Main political advantages for the Baltic Sea States
• Security of supply
• Stability of systems
• Diversification of routes and sources
Main social advantages for consumers
• A more competitive market
• Pressure on energy prices
• Optimisation of investment signals
2
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Dimensions of market integration in 
the EU
Different countries with different policies differently 
perceive the market integration. One could divide 
this process into a number of dimensions such as:
• Political 
• Infrastructural
• Promotion of acquis communautaire abroad
Market integration vs. politics
Thus, what the EU needs if it wishes to integrate with 
3rd countries, is the comprehensive political 
approach towards this process, based on:
• Support for countries which lack capacities to 
integrate on their own.
• Common understanding, that the integration needs 
to be developed based on values already agreed 
within the EU.
• Reciprocity, where market integration needs to be a 
step by step approach due to fundamental 
differences in the vision of energy markets.
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Market integration vs. politics
A desire to integrate a country’s energy market needs to 
be driven by its political attitude towards the entity 
which it wishes to integrate with. 
• We can observe that within the EU there is no more 
opposition to full energy market integration. 
• On the other hand, we see countries which do wish to 
integrate with the EU, but the political problems they 
face prevent them from effective actions in this field. 
• There are also countries which perceive the 
integration only as a one-way process.
Advantages of market integration for 
the EU countries – a differentiated 
approach to infrastructure
Different MS in the EU have different perception of the 
role of the energy market integration
• Competitive vs. secure market (?)
• Some EU countries already have a diversified 
portfolio of supply and may now concentrate on 
increasing the competitiveness in their market.
• The others still perceive their markets as 
undiversified and would rather see the security of 
supply as the main driver of integration.
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Advantages of market integration for 
the EU countries – a differentiated 
approach to infrastructure
As a result we have two different approaches also 
in the external dimension of the EU energy 
policy. 
• The „Mediterranean” approach, where the EU 
aims at developing new connections with 3rd 
countries.
• The „Eastern” approach, where we’re trying to 
construct new connections within the EU to 
balance the existing interconnections with 3rd 
countries.
Advantages of market integration for the EU 
countries – a need for a common approach 
to the promotion of acquis communautaire
What is common between these two 
dimensions is the need to integrate these 
markets on solid legal background. 
The EU values and solutions which shaped 
European energy market need to be the
basis for 3rd countries integration with 
the EU. 
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Advantages of market integration for the EU 
countries – a need for a common approach 
to the promotion of acquis communautaire
Against this background there is a number 
of instruments that the EU may efficiently 
use. 
• Energy Community Treaty
• Energy Charter treaty
• Bilateral EU – 3rd countries agreements 
like Post - PCA
Conclusions
• The EU is on the right track for closer market 
integration with its neighbourhood. 
• This integration first of all needs to be based on 
EU values and EU acquis. 
• Development of new energy infrastructure is the 
key element of market integration, however, a 
differentiated approach needs to be applied to 
different regions. 
• A number of EU and non-EU instruments may 
be used to foster market integration. 
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Pl. Trzech Krzyży 3/5
00-507 Warsaw
tel +48 22 693 50 00
fax +48 22 693 40 46 
email mg@mg.gov.pl
web www.mg.gov.pl
Ministry of Economy
Thank you for your attention
Department of Oil and Gas
Mariusz Kawnik
Head of Unit


e-mail: mariusz.kawnik@mg.gov.pl

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Promoting the sustainable supply and use of energy for the greatest benefit of all
© World Energy Council 2012
ENERGY SECURITY OF BALTICS AND 
LITHUANIAN SITUATION
Conference on Energy Security: Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea region
Vilnius, 15 -16 November, 2012
Rymantas Juozaitis, Gintaras Adžgauskas
Lithuanian Member Committee of the 
World Energy Council
Promoting the sustainable supply and use of energy for the greatest benefit of all© World Energy Counciil  2012
Contents
1. Common Baltics Energy Strategy – the way towards 
synergy;
2. Lithuanian energy sector issues;
1. Efficiency;
2. The use of renewable - local resources;
3. Large strategic projects.
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Common Baltics Energy Strategy – the way 
towards synergy
• Baltic Energy Strategy was not approved;
• This caused a negative consequences for the implementation of strategic projects, such 
as:
1. In the absence of consensus on common regional LNG terminal project is 
implementing only by Lithuania and all the costs burden bearing Lithuanian 
consumers;
2. Preparatory work of the construction of new nuclear power plant in Lithuania project 
is funded by Lithuania alone and in the absence of consensus between regional 
partners, political parties and a large part of the population began to doubt the 
viability of the project;
3. Disagreements between Lithuania and Latvia on Nordbalt project prolonged 
completion period by 1 year;
• Lack of a common energy strategy gives a sufficiently large losses for all three countries;
• How to speak Lithuanian proverb: - "Better late than never" – It is recommendation for 
politicians to sit down at the table and agree on key strategic energy projects.
Promoting the sustainable supply and use of energy for the greatest benefit of all© World Energy Counciil  2012
Pasaulio energetikos klausimų dinamika
Dynamics of Global Energy Issues
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Energy flow chart, 2011, ktoe 
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Real energy independence – the use of renewables. 
Flow chart, 2011, ktoe 
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Efficiency is a top priority in the world – Lithuania 
should follow this way
Given the global energy trends and the Lithuanian financial resources, Lithuanian 
Member Committee of the World Energy Council recommends:
• Need for a home renovation. Annual benefits of energy savings could 
constitute some – 1.2bn. Litas / year. How to achieve this aim:
1. JESSICA model (In Lithuania did not work);
2. ESCO model was used by Germany, Poland, Czech and were achieved 
good results;
3. Taxation of residents per square meter of the living space is necessary. 
All inhabitants of house will make decision in the best way of investing 
collected money. Finally, state assessing the efficiency of implemented 
means will compensate appropriate amount of expenses.
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Massive renovation in Poland – 70 % of multifamily 
houses were renovated during 1992-2012
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Renovation of multifamily houses in Lithuania.
Reduction of payments according to different scenarios in 
ordinary house
heat consumption of house:
~25,00 kWh/m²/month
Heating price: 30 ct/kWh
Fuel for heat: NATURAL GAS
Payments for heat of 60 m2
=~465 Lt/flat/month
Fuel conversion to biomass:
~25,00 kWh/m²/month
Heating price: 22 ct/kWh
Fuel for heat: BIOMASS
Payments for heat 60 m2
= ~330 Lt/flat/month
Both fuel conversion to biomass 
and renovation of house:
~10,00 kWh/m²/month
Heating price: 22 ct/kWh
Fuel for heat: BIOMASS
Payments for heat 60 m2
~132 Lt/flat/month
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The use of renewable - local resources
Share of renewables in primary energy in 2011 – 12,6 %
Share of renewables in primary energy in 2020 will reach – 27%
a) Biomass. These resources reduces payments for heating about 
1 billion Litas annualy;
b) Hydro resources;
c) Wind energy;
d) Solar energy.
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Lithuania’s Biomass Resources
Firewood 3.218.000 m3 or  565.000 toe
Waste of wood industries 1.627.000 m3 or 283.000 toe
Forest cutting waste 1.085.000 m3 or 185.000 toe
Today we are using only 10 % of forest cutting waste
Wood stump potential 1.691.900 m3 is not estimated
Energy plantations 
(Fast growing plants) 70.000 toe
Straw ~ 2,4 M t/year or 840.000 toe
Municipal waste ~1 M t or 200.000 toe
TOTALY – more than 2 Mtoe 12
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Large strategic projects
Power interconnectors. Nordbalt and Litpollink.
1. The implementation of these projects would create the opportunity both buy 
and sell electricity. For example, this year will be imported about 6 TWh of 
electricity that will be paid about 960 million Litas, and if we were connected 
to the Scandinavian market, would cost about 660 million. Litas
2. Members of European Commission Antonio Tajani and Gunther Oettinger:
- “We need an efficient pan-European gas and electricity 
infrastructure, which would enable the production of 
energy out there, where it is cost-effective, and deliver 
it to industrial consumers across national borders, 
regardless of the Member State where they are.”
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Large strategic projects
LNG terminal
• It will allow diversification of gas supply. U.S. converting LNG import 
terminals to export facilities;
• In order to reduce the burden on consumers, it is necessary to make this 
project to be regional and to strengthen gas transmission pipeline to supply 
gas to the Latvian underground storage;
• LNG terminal – one of the key projects to ensure energy security;
• Preconditions to form both national and regional gas markets in Lithuania will 
be created with the possibility in the future to supply gas to neighboring 
countries;
• The country will gain access to international gas markets.
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Large strategic projects
The construction of new nuclear power plant in Lithuania.
1. Absence of the basic agreement between the three Baltic states and Poland;
2. Absence of a definitive answer from the ENTSO-e on feasibility of synchronous 
connection of Baltic countries  power systems to Continental Europe power 
system;
3. Low electricity prices in the Nordic market;
4. Prolonging of preparatory process since 2006, allowed the competing projects in 
Kaliningrad and Belarus to move forward; 
5. Taking in to account the global trend of nuclear security and nuclear power plants 
competitiveness compared with other power generation sources;
6. The citizens in the referendum voted against the nuclear power project.
Under these assumptions, the decision on nuclear power 
plant construction should be adopted wisely and rational.
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Thank you for your attention!
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Promoting sustainable energy for the greatest benefit of all
© World Energy Council 2008 For sustainable energy.
WEC Energy Trilemma
in the Baltic States
Einari Kisel
WEC Senior Fellow
For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
World Energy Council – who we are
Energy Leaders Forum:
• Truly global 
• Inclusive & impartial 
• Committed to our sustainable energy future
• Established in 1923 after World War I
• With over 90 national committees chaired by energy ministers, leading CEOs and 
practitioners
• Represents over 3000 government, private sector and experts organisations
• Flagship event: World Energy Congress, every three years, next in Daegu, Korea 2013
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For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
Identify 
critical issues & 
risks
www.worldenergy.org/issues
Develop 
strategic insight & 
agendas
www.worldenergy.org/publica
tions
Facilitate 
Dialogue
www.worldenergy.org/events
World Energy Council – what we do
World Energy Congress
World Energy Leaders Summits
Regional Energy Forums
National Energy Forums
For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
Methodology for Assessing Energy Policy by WEC
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Overall approach
• Data is gathered for 93 Member Countries of WEC
• Best and worst results of the Indicators among the countries involved 
define the boundaries for comparison 
• Energy Performance Indicators define the Balance between the Energy 
Security, Environmental Impact Mitigation and Social Equity
• Contextual Performance Indicators define the credibility, stability and 
reliability of the country indicating the attractiveness of the country to 
investments
• Full report will be available in December 2012
For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
WEC Trilemma 2012 Report: Country Profiles 
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WEC Trilemma 2012 Report: Country Profiles 
For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
WEC Trilemma 2012 Report: Country Profiles 
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Strengths and weaknesses of the Baltic States 
in energy security in 2011
Lithuania Latvia Estonia
Ratio of Energy 
Production to 
Consumption
-- -- ++
Diversity of Electricity 
Production
- + ---
5 year Energy 
Consumption Growth
+ + +
Oil Stocks ++ -- +
For sustainable energy.© World Energy Council
Thank you for your attention
Questions?
• Contact : 
- Einari Kisel, Senior Fellow, European Policies and Partnership 
Development at World Energy Council, kisel@worldenergy.org
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LNG terminal project in Lithuania
November, 2012
Klaipėdos Nafta 2
Areas of activities
Klaipedos nafta
Oil transshipment terminal LNG Terminal
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LNG Terminal Project - Background
The LNG Terminal is the strategic priority project:
• Project fully driven by Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania (responsible for 
security of energy supply)
• strong political will and full support from Government of Lithuania, Ministry of Energy 
and President.
• the project is included in the National Energy Strategy of Lithuania, Baltic Energy 
Market Interconnection Plan, and ENTSO-G implementation plan.
The necessity to have an alternative energy source appear:
• Following EU requirement to ensure alternative gas supply from 3rd December 2014 
– to secure an alternative gas supply source,
• After shutdown of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant on 31 December 2009, Lithuania had 
became even more dependent on natural gas import, 
• As an outcome of above gas is being supplied to the country by single pipeline from 
Russia (Gazprom) through the Republic of Belarus,
Klaipėdos Nafta 4
LNG Terminal Project - Ownership
• Klaipedos Nafta appointed by the Government of Lithuania on July 10,
2010 for LNG Terminal Project implementation.
• Major objectives of the National Energy Strategy of Lithuania assigned
to LNG terminal:
• Supply of natural gas will be diversified and the country will not be 
dependent  on a single gas supplier, 
• Lithuania on its own will be able to cover emergency demand for 
natural gas. 
• The country will gain access to international gas markets.
• Preconditions to form both national and regional gas markets in
Lithuania will be created with the possibility in the future to supply gas
to neighboring countries.
• LNG terminal will start operation on December 2014.
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Development of Gas Transmission System of Lithuania
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Project scope
LNG Terminal 
FSRU Port Infrastructure Pipeline
SUPPLY OF NATURAL GAS: EXECUTION OF SUPPLY AND SALES ACTIVITIES
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Lithuania LNG Project Plan
2013
Territory Planning (Land for Jetty, Pipeline)
Preparation for 
Territory Planning 
2011 2012 2014
Port Dredging (Klaipeda Port Authority)
Pipeline Design
Construction of FSRU Vessel and Delivery to Klaipėda PortProcurement of FSRU Vessel
Laying of Pipeline Jurbarkas – Klaipėda (Lietuvos Dujos)
LNG Procurement
Environmental Impact Assessment 
(Business Permit)SEIA
Conception, receipt of permits, safety and navigation issues, project management, construction supervision
(Lead Advisor)
2015
Commissioning 
Works of 
TERMINAL
Pre-Project Study of 
Pipeline
Risk and Safety Assessment
Connection of LNG Terminal to Gas 
Grid
FID – Contract with Hoegh for FSRU supply
Design and construction of FSRU Jetty 
(Klaipeda Port Authority / Klaipedos Nafta)
Finished
In progress
Organized by third 
parties
Approved EIA
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Main Parameters of LNG Terminal
CAPACITY
TECHNOLOGY
PLACE
• Planned capacity of 2-3 bcm a year
• Capable to fulfil gas emergency demand approx. 1 
bcm a year
Chosen technology – Floating Storage and 
Regasification Unit (FSRU);
• Launch into operation at the end of 2014;
• Storage capacity – 170 000 m3 
• Will ensure gas supply for most sensitive 
consumers for 14-30 days
Approved location – Southern Part of Klaipeda Port 
near Pig’s Back island 
• Good conditions for secure operation;
• Safe distance to living areas
Up to 11 mln. 
m3 a day
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Benefit of New Technology for Energy Security
Criteria Benefit
Reliable
Storage capacity reflects to 
security of supply - 15-30 d. to 
most sensitive consumers 
(citizens, heating, hospitals, etc.)
Movable FSRU can serve as LNG carrier
Effective
New technology allows to start 
up regasification system 
immediately
Safe
FSRU will comply safety
standard applicable in gas and 
oil business
Security FSRU equipment designed to comply N+1 requirements
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Offshore LNG terminal –popular technology due to time and price 
attractiveness
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Future Challenges of LNG Terminal
Operating on a full load LNG terminal is capable to fulfill 
75% of the whole gas market of Baltic States:
• The biggest gas consumption is in Lithuania – up to 
61% of the whole gas market in the Baltic;
• Klaipeda is non freezing port, operating all year 
round, which is different from other ports in the 
Baltics;
• Underground gas storage in Inciukalns Latvia could 
serve as a balancing point;
• Working pressure of gas pipeline in Lithuania is 
higher than in Latvia and Estonia, which is an 
advantage to supply gas to neighboring countries;
• Being a central point of LNG/NG supply, LNG 
terminal could serve small scale LNG terminals.
The gas consumption of 
Baltic States in 2011 was
5,6 bcm: 
Lithuania– 3,4 bcm, 
Latvia– 1,6 bcm, 
Estonia– 0,6 bcm.
Max designed capacity of 
LNG terminal:  
4 bcm or
11 MMcm/day
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Historical gas prices in Lithuania and neighboring country
Gas import prices in 
Lithuania increased 6 times 
since gas transmission 
system privatization in 2002
Gas import prices in 
Germany is lower by more 
than15% in recent years 
comparing to gas import 
prices in Lithuania
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Current Situation in Gas Market
Based on actual gas price in 2011-2012, expected LNG price in Lithuania
might be 10-20% lower than gas import price via pipeline.
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Global LNG Demand and Supply
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Potential LNG capacity in USA
Klaipėdos Nafta 15
LNG export capacity in USA will increase
by 113,8 mtpa by 2020 
which is up to 39% of current LNG export 
capacity (290 mtpa).
Source: BG group, LNG journal
Shale and conventional gas
Klaipėdos Nafta 16
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Weather Conditions in the Baltic ports
Containers may be transported 
by trucks by railway
and so reach the final consumers
Bunkering and Small LNG Business service Scheme
FSRU in Klaipeda
170.000 m3
Feeder vessel
7.000-20.000 m3
Serve ports in Baltic and 
North seas
Creogenic 40–50 m3 
containers are filled with 
LNG
Containers are loaded on the 
barge and floated in to 
neighboring harbors
Potential of 
bunkering business
Starting with 2015 ships in the 
Baltic and North Seas have to 
use low sulfur fuel due to 
tightened environmental 
requirements. LNG might serve 
as an alternative fuel. 
Example of small LNG containers service scheme
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Thank You For Your Attention
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Visaginas NPP Project in Lithuania:
Current Status and Perspectives
Conference on Energy Security:
Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea region, Vilnius, Lithuania
2012-11-15
Dr. Gintautas Klevinskas
Director, Safety and Licensing Department
UAB “Visagino atominė elektrinė”
Outline
¾ Rationale of nuclear option and how it contributes to energy security in the 
region
¾ Visaginas NPP project activities from the initiation up-to now
¾ Main safety features of ABWR technology proposed for VNPP and measures to 
be taken post Fukushima accident to strengthen safety
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Security and Reliability of Electricity Supply
¾ Lithuania's electrical energy imports are the largest in the European Union
¾ About 70% of electricity consumed in Lithuania is imported from third countries or 
generated in the country from organic fuel imported from third countries
74% of import from 3rd countries and 
LT production from gas
Electricity balance in Lithuania, 2010-2011 Electricity balance in Lithuania, 2020
34% of import from 3rd countries and LT 
production from gas
¾ Nuclear energy along with energy from renewable resources would ensure an 
optimum structure of energy supply in 2020
Rationale of Visaginas NPP Project
¾ The future of Baltic energy market: shortage of supply
¾ Diversification of region’s energy mix
¾ “Green Agenda” and region’s environmental goals
¾ Economical benefits
Project benefits the Region in terms of security of supply, 
competitive generation of electricity, fuel diversity and meeting 
environmental targets
EST
LV
LT
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Demand
2020 m.
29,2
GapSupply
2020 m.
18,7
Corresponds to at least 1.3 
GW of new capacity supply 
Lithuania
10,5
TWh, all Baltic States, “Middle case” 
macroeconomic scenario 
Source: National Energy 
Independence Strategy (2007, 
renewed in 2012)
Nuclear generation is the most competitive long term generation solution providing, inter alia,
reduction of carbon footprint and providing significant CO2 cost savings
*Source: WEISSER, D., A guide to life-cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from electric supply technologies, Energy 32 9 (2007) 1543–1559 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6V2S- 4N7RD34-1/2/48dbf6f715f0f59d885ea5f81112b104, cited in CLIMATE CHANGE AND NUCLEAR POWER, 
IAEA, 2011
Competitiveness of New Generation Sources.
CO2 Aspect
Life cycle GHG emissions for selected power generation technologies:*
(a) fossil technologies; (b) non-fossil technologies.
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Visaginas NPP Project Timeline 
NPP operationPreparatory activities
2007 - 2011
60 years201
3-
201
4
Decommissioning
1 2 4 5
Project company
Design, 
construction, 
testing
3
VAE
Hitachi-GE Contractor (Hitachi-GE) O&M contractor
1. Preparatory activities: 
• Technical preparatory activities, development of regulation 
and licensing, appropriate legal and investment 
environments
• Organization of direct negotiations and selection of strategic 
investor
2. Pre-construction period – 2012 – 2015:
• Establishment of the Project company (PCO)
• Detailed plant designing activities
• Preparatory activities for equipment ordering necessary for  
NPP construction 
• PSAR preparation and coordination
• Application for and granting of licenses and permits 
necessary to construct and to operate the NPP  
3. Construction process 
• Main haul road construction and the end of route 
construction 
• NPP construction activities 
• Systems’ testing, testing, FSAR preparation and adjustment
4. NPP operation 
• New nuclear power plant control
5. NPP decommissioning
• Decommissioning activities 
• Utilization of the decommissioning fund
>10 years
>10 years
2012-2020/22 60 years2006-2011
Visaginas NPP Development Phases 
• Communique of Lithuania, Latvia 
and Estonia
• Lithuanian-Polish bilateral 
Communique
• Environmental audit of construction sites
• Ignalina NPP infrastructure takeover study
• Drūkšiai lake hydrological and thermal 
balance measurements
• Special communication plan
• Road safety audit
Phase 3 - ConstructionPhase 1 - Preparatory Works Phase 2 - Design
Project feasibility study
Environmental Impact assessment 
Evaluation of NPP sites in accordance with 
IAEA safety requirements
Other permits and licenses • System commissioning and tests• Permit to transport fuel to site
• Permit for the first reactor power 
(initial criticality)
Implementation of Commissioning Programme
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
NPP construction works
Decision regarding construction of NPP
2020-2022 commercial operation
Permit for NPP site preparation works and 
construction of structures necessary for 
construction process of NPP 
Equipment design and ordering
License to buiild and operate NPP
Preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR)
NPP design, design expertise and approval
• Relocation / demolition / removal of 
existing communications and 
structures / foundations
• Earth/ground works
• Construction / installation of temporary 
structures and buildings (networks, for 
production, storage and other 
purposes)
• Assurance of the necessary dry 
conditions for construction (hydro 
structures and equipment)
• Initialing of the Concession Agreement 
term sheet
• Project company incorporation
• Signing of the concession agreement 
• Signing of the EPC contract 
• Signing of the shareholders agreement 
• Human Induced External Events
• Meteorological and Flooding Hazards
• Radioactive Material Dispersion and Population 
Distribution Evaluation
• Geotechnical, Geological and Seismic conditions
• Site characteristics Influencing Emergency 
Preparedness Measures
• Ultimate Heat Sink Characteristics
• Site characteristics Influencing Physical Protection
• Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
• NPP design and its expertise
• Concept of Nuclear Materials Accounting and Control
• Preliminary Decommissioning Plan
• Preliminary Emergency Preparedness Plan
• Resources Development Program
• List of Technical Documents And Codes & Standards 
For Construction
• Description about the Applicant
• Certificate of Reliability/Permit of Physical Protection 
Service Provider
• Management Systems
• Safety Culture Measures Description
• Report on Suppliers Audits
• Description of Applicant during construction
• Description of Development of PCO Into Operating 
Organization
• Procedure on Configuration Control
• Procedures for taking Into Account Operational 
Experience
NPP construction site preparation works
• Coordinated and agreed NPP design 
Conclusions of design expertise 
• Document of coordination of design
• Erection of formworks
• Reinforcing of R/C structures
• Concreting works
• Erection of steel structures
• Other construction works
Adoption of Law changes
Permit for Commercial Operation
2006
Approval of NPP Technical Specification
Ongoing
Completed
Next steps
Selection of Strategic Investor / Investor 
group identification
Selection of Hitachi-GE ABWR 
technology 
Implementation of legal and regulatory reform
Concession and Project agreements –
Project company  formation
Development works performed by Hitachi-GE
Transportation study
New Nuclear Power Plant law passed
Radioactive waste management strategy preparation
Territorial planning
Other preparatory activities
Study of the connection of Visaginas NPP to the 
energy transmission network 
Supply chain study
Permit for construction
Business model and financing plan
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Visaginas NPP Project Structure
Nuclear Reactors in Operation
(as of November 12, 2012)
Source: IAEA PRIS
Reactor Type Reactor Type Descriptive Name Numberof Reactors
Total Net Electrical 
Capacity [MW] 
PWR Pressurized Light-Water-Moderated and Cooled Reactor 272 250335 
BWR Boiling Light-Water-Cooled and Moderated Reactor 84 77737 
PHWR Pressurized Heavy-Water-Moderated and Cooled Reactor 49 24836 
GCR Gas-Cooled, Graphite-Moderated Reactor 15 8055 
LWGR Light-Water-Cooled, Graphite-Moderated Reactor 15 10219 
FBR Fast Breeder Reactor 2 580 
Total 437 371762 
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Nuclear Reactors under Construction
(as of November 12, 2012)
Source: IAEA PRIS
Visaginas NPP Technology – ABWR
¾ ABWR – Gen III (III+) 
Advanced Boiling Water 
Reactor advanced boiling water 
reactor with the high safety 
levels and proven in practice
¾ ABWR is in compliance with 
European Union requirements 
for nuclear safety
¾ USA NRC has recognized 
ABWR as most advanced and 
most safe reactor technology 
available in the market
¾ ABWR is licensed in Japan and 
Taiwan and certified in USA
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ABWR – Gen III (III+) Reactor
ABWR – Main characteristics
¾ Thermal power - ~4000MW
¾ Electrical power - ~1350 MW
¾ Efficiency - ~ 34 % max
¾ Number of FAs – 872
¾ Number of CRs (B4C) – 205
¾ Min thickness/length/diam/mass of RPV:
¾ 19.05 cm/> 20 m/~7 m/~1000 t
¾ Number of RIPs – 10, capacity=7700 m3/h/RIP
¾ Avg volumetric heat/assembly power / assembly flow:
¾ ~ 51 MW/m3 / ~ 4.5 MW / ~ 16 kg/s
¾ Reactor core:
¾ D=5.16 m (RBMK ~ 12 m)
¾ H=3.71 m (RBMK ~7 m
¾ ∆V (RBMK/ABWR)= 10 !
¾ Initial enrichment by U-235 – 2.22 %, in equilibrium 
stage 4.2 - 4.6 %
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Enhancing ABWR Safety – Post Fukushima Measures
¾ Corrective measures are the use of external power and cooling means e.g., mobile
diesel generators and mobile pumps
¾ During normal operation these mobile devices are stored off-site. In case of severe
accident they are delivered during the short time to the site and attached to external
power and water supply connectors
ABWR – Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
Main requirements for 
ECCS design are met:
¾Automatic ECCS
actuation in case of LOCA
¾ECCS diversity and 
redundancy (measure to 
avoid single failure 
criterion)
¾ECCS independency
¾Alternate energy supply 
to ECCS
¾ECCS testability
¾ Three completely redundant and independent mechanical and electrical divisions
¾ Alternative electricity supply source on-site – air cooled diesel generators
¾ One division and one diesel generator have the ability to completely ensure the reactor core 
emergency cooling in case of design basis accident.
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Thank you very much for your attention!
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Perspective of common Nordic-Baltic 
energy markets
Kalle Kukk
Strategy manager
http://elering.ee/en/
Vilnius 15.11.2012
Elering – independent Estonian power 
transmission system operator (TSO)
• An independent Estonian power TSO
o unbundled from power incumbient, established 2010 
o 100% Estonian state owned, coverned by Estonian Ministry of Economic 
Affairs
o owns and operates 110−330 kV power lines and crossborder connections
• Experienced in
o supporting the developments towards single Baltic power market area
o facilitating competition on the market (NPS power exchange)
o developing new crossborder infrastructure – Estlink 1, Estlink 2, Est-Lat 
3rd line
• With government mandate to
o support Estonian authorities on NG market liberalisation issues
o interact with counterparts in neighbouring countries
o find the best solution for Estonian future NG infrastructure set-up
• In the future Elering is also a potential gas transmission 
system operator in Estonia. 
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Elering’s responsibility is to ensure the 
security of the electricity (energy) supply 
to Estonian consumers at any given time
Annual Security of Supply Report:
• Grid/System reliability (Ten Years Network 
Development Plan).
• Generation adequacy (Generation Adequacy Report).
• Security of supply must be guaranteed based on well 
functioning electricity markets. 
• Availability of primary fuels for electricity production, 
including of natural gas.
Renewal of Estonian Energy Strategy!
• Reconsidering the concept of n-1 criterion
Preconditions of common market
• Physical interconnections
• Regional generation capacity
• Common principles toward third countries
• Fair competition of fuels and generators
• Deconcentration of the market
• Open markets 
• Common power exchange
• Cross-border capacity calculation and allocation 
through power exchange
• Common reserves and balancing market
• Unbundled TSOs
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Connecting Baltic States with Nordic market 
and with Central Europe synchronous zone
The EU third energy package
• European single energy market by 2014
• In 2010 European Commission defined priority 
corridors for the transport of electricity, gas and 
oil. It is estimated that about €200 billion of 
investment is needed for gas pipelines and power 
grids by 2020
• €9,1 billion is planned from Connecting Europe 
Facility of EU budget 2014-2020 for Projects of 
Common Interest.
• BEMIP (The Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan)
o To merge the current isolated areas in the Baltic with the single 
European energy market. 
o Common Nordic-Baltic Power Market based on NPS
o Synchronous connection between Baltics and Central Europe
o Connect the East-Baltic Sea countries to the integrated European 
gas network
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Elering’s energy competence centre
• Partnership with government, universities, 
European TSO-s, international consultants and 
other stakeholders
• Elering’s R&D priorities:
o smart grid
o strengthening market modeling capacity
o synchronizing with Central Europe
o developing natural gas market
Elering’s investment plan
Investments in regulated assets 
are divided into two categories:
• Regular investments
(regulator’s decision) and
• Extraordinary investments 
(government’s decision)
Both regular and extraordinary 
investments are funded through 
the tariff the same way
EUR millions 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total
Regular 37 28 29 26 45 189
Estlink 2 41 61 20 0 0 163
Kiisa ERPP* 46 19 52 0 0 134
Estlink 1 40 40
Total 124 148 101 26 45 526
* Kiisa Emergency Reserve Power Plant
0
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Elering investments 2012‐2025
Regular EstLink 2 EstLink 1 Kiisa ERPP Connection to the grid
Extraordinary 
Investments
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• According to TYNDP
o EstLink 2 (2014)
o NordBalt (2016)
o LitPol (2015: 500 MW 
from Lithuania to 
Poland; 2020: 1000 MW 
in both ways)
o Estonia-Latvia 3rd 
interconnection (2020)
• After 2020
o Synchronous connection 
between Baltics and 
Central Europe
o Estonia-Latvia 4th 
interconnection
o Back-to-back DC links 
between Baltics and 
Russia
Developing interconnections in
Baltic Region
Estlink 2
650 MW HVDC connection 
(to be completed 2014)
• Connected between Püssi
substation in Estonia and 
Anttila substation in Finland
• Purpose to strengthen the 
Baltic countries’ connection 
with EU electricity market —
currently its capacity ca 7% of 
Baltic peak load, whereas the 
capacity towards third 
counties is ca 50%
• A multiregional study by 6 
TSO-s around Baltic sea 
showed noticeable socio-
economic benefit of Estlink 2
• Total investment ~320 MEUR, 
Elering’s share estimated to 
be 162 MEUR, the rest will be 
invested by the Finnish TSO 
Fingrid Oyj
Estlink 1
350 MW HVDC connection
• Connected between 
Harku substation in 
Estonia and Espoo 
substation in Finland.
• 100% of capacity 
allocated by NPS. 2010 
bottlenecks (from EE to 
FI: 47,8% of time and 
from FI to EE: 4,3% of 
time
• In 2013 Elering and 
Fingrid will buy ~50/50 
the whole EstLink 1 
assets (not shares of 
current operator). 
Elering’s share is 
approximately 40 MEUR
EstLink 1 and 2
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Emergency reserve station 
Tallinn LNG terminal by 2016
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Thank you!
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Electricity supply options for Latvia 
to ensure security, sustainability and 
efficiency
Dr.sc.ing. Olegs Linkevics
Head of Development Section, R&D Department
Conference on Energy Security: Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea region
Vilnius, 15 November 2012
Content of presentation
 Key targets of Latvian Energy Strategy for the year 2030
 Forecasts of Electricity and Capacity Balances for Latvia
 Alternative supply options for Latvia 
 Qualitative assessment of supply options
 Quantative assessment of supply options
 Conclusions 
15.11.2012 Electricity supply options for Latvia 2
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3Key targets of Latvian Energy Strategy for the year 2030
 Achieve 50% share of renewable energy in primary energy consumption (40% by 2020).
 Achieve 20% share of renewable energy in transport sector (10% by 2020).
 Achieve 10% share of domestic fossil fuel in primary energy consumption.
 Achieve heat energy consumption in old (renovated) buildings not higher than 100 kWh/m2
and 50 kWh/m2 in new buildings.
 Reduce import dependency on natural gas and electricity supplies from Third Countries by 
50% comparison to existing situation.
 By 2016 diversify natural gas consumption, by using supplies of liquified natural gas (LNG) 
and domestic gas resources. 
 By 2016 complete liberalisation of electricity and natural gas markets.
 Increase cross-border electric and gas capacities, to enhance import capabilities.
 Extend underground gas storage.
Electricity supply options for Latvia 15.11.2012
Forecast of Electricity Balances for Latvia
Electricity supply options for Latvia 415.11.2012
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Forecast of Capacity Balances for Latvia
Electricity supply options for Latvia 515.11.2012
Visagina Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) project
Project`s target: obtain an additional diversified and
economically more beneficial source of energy.
Potential investors:
 Strategic investor: Hitachi Ltd.
 National investor: Visagino atominė elektrinė (VAE).
 Regional partners: Eesti Energia AS (Estonia), AS
“Latvenergo” (Latvia).
Total investments: 4-5 billion EUR.
Technology: III+ generation, advanced type boiling water reactor
(ABWR), Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy Ltd.
Type of nuclear reactor ABWR
Thermal capacity of nuclear reactor 3926 MWth
Net electric capacity 1340 MWel
Efficiency 34,1%
Annual electricity generation 10,3 TWh
Weight of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) 910 t
Reactor core cooling Light water, one loop, direct steam 
supply to turbine
Steam parameters p = 8,6 Mpa, T = 283 ºC
Nuclear fuel UO2 with enrichment 4,2%, MOX 
Nuclear fuel cycles 12, 18 or 24 months
Planned lifetime of the NPP 60 years
Project status:
 Completed EIA procedure;
 Other studies (geology, transportation, 
localization, etc.) have been performed;
 Company in Lithuania (VAE) was established;
 In Lithuania law on NPP was adopted and 
amendments in regulatory documents on licensing 
and operation are being made. 
 Strategic investor was selected (Hitachi Ltd.);
 In 2016 construction of NPP shall be started; 
 Visagina AES shall be commissioned by 2022.
Electricity supply options for Latvia 615.11.2012
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Alternative supply options for Latvia
(in case if Visagina NPP project is suspended)
 Participation in other new Nuclear build project in the Region, for 
example, in Finland in connection with construction of Estlink 2. 
 Construction of Kurzeme coal fired power plant in Western part of 
Latvia (port of Liepaja or Ventspils).
 Reconstruction of Daugava HPP hydroelectric units and new hydro 
power plants in Daugava river (Daugavpils & Jekabpils HPP).
 Biomass / Municipal Waste incineration unit in Riga CHP-2 or …
 …or construction of CCGT unit No. 3 in Riga CHP-2 in connection 
with natural gas supply diversification from LNG terminal.
 Acquisition of on-shore project or off-shore wind park in Latvian 
coastal area.
 …but we still believe in continuation of Visagina NPP project…
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Kurzeme coal fired power plant
Technology Pulverized Coal 
(PCC)
Circulating fluidised 
bed (CFB)
Electric capacity (gross) 435 MW 460 MW
Electric capacity (net) 400 MW 439 MW
Efficiency 43,8% 43,3%
Steam parameters Supercritical
pressure 250 bar 275 bar
temperatura 540 °C 565 °C
Steam output 1100 t/h 1296 t/h
Description of the project: 
 Preliminary estimation of investments ~ 680 milj.€.
 Electricity generation ~  2,6 TWh.
 Coal cosumption ~ 900 thous. t.
 CO2 emissions: ~ 2,1 milj. t. 
 Possible location options: Liepaja vai Ventspils.
 Fuel: bitumunious coal (85%), biomass (up to 15%).
 Biomass power 60 MW, consumption 600 thous.m3. 
 Coal supply: marine (sea) or railway transport
 Biomass supply: by auto transport.
 Pre-feasibility studies were made in 2004-2006 with 
update in 2008.
 Coordination of the project with EC. 
Liepaja
Ventspils
Electricity supply options for Latvia 8
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9Cascade of Daugavas HPPs
Prospective (non-existent)
Jekabpils HPP
Prospective (non-existent)
Daugavpils HPP
Riga HPP
Plavinas HPP
Indicators Plavinas HPP
Kegums HPP
Riga HPP
HES-1 HES-2
Commissioning date, year 1965-1966 1939 (1947-1953) 1979 1974-1975
Installed capacity, MW 884 72,1 192 402
Number of hydro generators, pcs. 10 4 3 6
Long-term average power generation, GWh 1586 541 669
Average annual inflow, m3/sek 576 582 600
Spillway water gates number, pcs. 10 9 6
Maximum Spillway Capacity with station (turbines) and one gate closed, m3/sek 8 640 8 800 9 900
Square of  reservoir’s surface at NUL, km2 35 24.9 35.8
Active volume of reservoir, milj.m3 (regime levels) 92 37 34
Kegums HPP
15.11.2012
Reconstruction of Daugava HPP hydroelectric units
Project`s main targets: 
 Replacement of obsolete equipment;
 Increasing  safety of operation;
 Increasing electricity generation and capacity;
As a result of reconstruction Daugava HPP average electricity 
generation per year  will increase approximately by 65 GWh.
Planned project costs~ 106 million Ls (~ 150 milj. EUR).
+25 GWh3,5%... 5%62017- 2021Riga HPP
+22 GWh
+18 GWh
Generation
5% ... 6%
5% ... 9%
+ operating 
ratio
32014- 2017Kegums HPP
2
Hydroelectric 
sets
2014-2016Plavinas HPP
Year
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Total reconstructed:   12 
4
8
Reconstructed
2014           2015           2016           2017           2018           2019           2020            2021
Plavinas
Kegums
Riga
HA total:     23
10 
7 
6        
… 2009
2
14       
3
17
6
23
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New hydro power plants in Daugava river
Description of the project: 
 Construction of Daugavpils HPP was actually 
started in middle of 80-ies, but was suspended, 
when Latvia has received its independence.
 Substantial environmental impact, flooding of 
large territories of cultural heritage.
 Technical documentation exists for both 
Daugavpils and Jekabpils HPP projects.
 Recently pre-feasibility study was conducted.
 No further actions are planned at the moment.
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Jekabpils HPP
Daugavpils HPP
Electricity supply options for Latvia 15.11.2012
Riga CHP-2 reconstruction 2nd stage
After the 1st stage of reconstruction (2008)
 Fuel: natural gas, heavy fuel oil
 Electric capacity (gross): 633 (662) MW
 Heat capacity: 1348 MW
 incl. 465 MW heat only boilers
 Power to heat ratio: 0.93
 Overall fuel efficiency: 84.2%
 Electric efficiency: 44.5%
After the 2nd stage of reconstruction (2013)
 Fuel: natural gas, diesel
 Electric capacity (gross): 833 (881) MW
 Heat capacity: 1124 MW
incl. 540 MW from cogeneration
 Power to heat ratio: 1.53
 Overall fuel efficiency: 89%
 Electric efficiency: 56%
 Investments: 288 milj. Ls (~ 410 milj. EUR)
Electricity supply options for Latvia 1215.11.2012
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Municipal waste incineration in Riga CHP-2
Technology grate-fired furnace
Emission control SNCR for DeNOx, FGT 
according spray dryer process
Electric capacity (net) 16.8 MW
Heat capacity 38.4 MW
Efficiency (cogeneration) 67.2%
Electricity generation 116 GWh
Heat production 265 GWh
Municipal waste consumption 185 tūkst.t
Investment volumes ~ 123 milj.€
Project description: 
 EU directive states, that by 2020 only 35% of collected 
wastes could be disposed in waste poligons. The rest shall 
be treated. 
 Municipal incineration unit could be installed in the teritorry
of Riga CHP-2.
 The prefeasibility study about this project was conducted 
in 2005 and 2011.
 There is a competion from RDF producers for the 
municipal wastes.
 The cost of treatment shall be agree with waste collectors.
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Acquisition of on-shore project or off-shore wind park in 
Latvian coastal area
Description of the project: 
 Reconstruction of Ainazi wind power plant.
 Different pre-feasibility studies were made 
during the period of 2007-2011.
 Negotiation with potential project owners about 
acquisition of on-shore wind project with output of 
100 MW.
 Agreements with Rambol on investigation of 
potential construction sites for off-shore wind park 
with capacity up to 300 MW.
 No further actions and decisions were made.
14
On-shore wind project in Kurzeme
Off-shore wind park in Latvian coastal area
Electricity supply options for Latvia 15.11.2012
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Qualitative Comparison of Generic Features 
of Generating Technology
Technology Unit size Project 
realisation 
time
Life time Capital cost 
per kW
Operating 
cost
Fuel costs CO2
emissions
Regulatory 
risks
Natural gas 
(CCGT)
Large Short Medium Low Low High Medium Low
Coal (PCC) Large Medium Long Medium Medium Medium High High
Nuclear fission 
energy
Very large Long Very long Very high Medium Low Nil High
Hydro energy Large Long Very long Very high Very low Nil Nil High
Wind energy Small Short Short Medium Very low Nil Nil Medium-
High
Bioenergy Small-
medium
Medium Medium High Medium Medium «Nil» Medium
Waste 
incineration
Medium Long Medium High Medium «negative» High High
Electricity supply options for Latvia 
Source: Projected costs of generating electricity, IAE / OECD, 2005.
15.11.2012
Input data for different generation technologies
Capacity 
MW
Life 
time, 
year
Operation 
hours, h
CAPEX, 
€/kW
Efficiency, 
%
Fuel
price, 
€/MWh
OPEX per 
year, as % of 
investment
Biomas TPP   
(condensing)
25 25 6500 2850 35% 19.0 3.0%
On-shore wind park 20 25 2500 1450 2.0%
Off-shore wind park 400 25 3600 2755 2.7%
Daugavpils HPP 100 50 2400 2350 1.25%
Jēkabpils HPP 25 50 4000 3000 1.75%
Visaginas NPP 1340 60 7400 3735 34% 2.2 2.3%
Kurzemes TPP (coal) 440 30 6500 1460 43% 15.5 2.0%
Elektrenai CCGT (gas) 420 30 6500 855 57% 38.1 2.5%
Riga CHP-2 CCGT 
(cogen./condens.)
810 / 860 30 3000 / 
3500
740 89% / 56% 38.1 2.5%
Narva TPP (oil shale) 2 x 300 30 6500 1590 40% 7.5 3.0%
16Electricity supply options for Latvia 15.11.2012
CO2 emission allowance price was assumed 8 €/t. 
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Estimation of electricity production costs
17Electricity supply options for Latvia 
Note: calculated at discount rate of 8%
15.11.2012
Conclusions
 To ensure security of electricity supply, sustainability and efficiency, Latvenergo
considers diversification of its generation portfolio with nuclear energy. 
 It is planned to implement by participation in Visaginas NPP project.
 Latvenergo is planning to continue its participation in Visaginas NPP Project, 
unless Lithuanian government decide to suspend the Project.
 In this case, Latvenergo unfortunately is forced to consider alternative options to 
ensure Latvian security of electricity supply.  
 Among these options are the following: participation in other new Nuclear build 
project in the Region, construction of coal fired power plant in Kurzeme, new hydro 
power plants in Daugava, waste incineration, biomass or CCGT unit in Riga CHP-
2 or off-shore wind park in Latvian coastal area.
 Nuclear energy is one of the most competitive option to ensure security of 
electricity supply.
 Taken into account great efforts which were implemented by Partners and unique 
opportunity to create the new Nuclear power plant in Lithuania, we still believe 
that, Lithuanian government would take the decision not to suspend the Project.
Electricity supply options for Latvia 1815.11.2012
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Thank you for your attention!
www.latvenergo.lv
info@latvenergo.lv
Latvenergo AS
Pulkveza Brieza iela 12, Riga
LV-1230, Latvia
Tel. +371 67728222
Fax: +371 67728880
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© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Bernhard Klaassen,
Fraunhofer Institute SCAI 
(Dept.: High Performance Analytics)
Energy network modeling tool 
Thomas Sztanek/Fotolia.com
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Bernhard Klaassen,
Fraunhofer Institute SCAI 
(Dept.: High Performance Analytics)
• What is Fraunhofer SCAI?
• What is MYNTS
• Especially for gas networks
• But also for electricity
Energy network modeling tool 
Thomas Sztanek/Fotolia.com
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© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Fraunhofer SCAI
Fraunhofer Society: German association for
applied research. SCAI is one of these institutes.
SCAI: Scientific Computing and Algorithms Institute
Focus on applied research in numerical simulation, 
optimization and (bio)informatics
Computer simulations in product and process development
High-performance computing
About 120 employees incl. SCAI’s own PhD students
 Inter-disciplinary staff: mathematicians, computer scientists, 
engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists …
Revenues from industry above 41%
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
What is MYNTS ?
Multiphysical Network Simulator
101
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
MYNTS Framework 
for Network Simulation and Analysis
M
math kernels
network 
solvers
(DAE systems)
inputs
(net, scenario, 
parameters)
detailed 
models of
compressors,
transistors, etc.
DesParO
(analysis of parameter 
variations, optimization)
network 
elements
MYNTS
simulator
MYNTS Control
GUI
XML / Python
Python
Python / C(++)
C / C++ / F95
physical laws / 
properties
Qt & C++
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
General Features (1)
 Physics and elements:
 open: physical implementations open and accessible
 configurable: Python source code for elements and functions!
 Subnetworks   (decisive e.g. for gas transport): 
 convenient: group elements hierarchically and recycle
 full control via own master elements
 Math (1): 
 full system of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) is solved
 robust formulation (index!)
 tight coupling with 2D/3D discretized models possible, 
e.g. implemented for circuit-device/EM simulation
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General Features (2)
 Math (2): 
 own advanced state-of-the-art numerical kernels (C/C++/F90):
 DAE solvers (init, adaptive time integration), 
 nonlinear solvers
 linear solvers
 parallelized (as far as necessary)
 Optimization and statistics:   
 use our software or plug into yours!
 easy integration into existing workflows 
 Graph analysis / graph mining:   
 optionally: net‘O‘graph features built into MYNTS Control 
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
MYNTS:
Performance
 MYNTS-Circuit can be used (SPICE-like) for circuits with hundreds up
to millions of elements (R, C, L, diodes, transistors, …)
 MYNTS-Circuit&Device:  devices 2D/3D discretized with several
thousand grid points (or more; via MinimosNT integration)
 MYNTS-Gas:  large realistic gas transport networks with several
thousands nodes successfully simulated, and results intensively
compared to a standard simulator – very good agreement (same 
physical models used for comparison; MYNTS can do more)! 
 MYNTS-Gas already in sequential mode nearly as fast as a standard
simulator, but more flexible in modelling and solving
103
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MYNTS-Gas:
Features (1)
Feature Options Comments
atomic elements pipe, resistor, regulator, 
valve, flaptrap, shortcut, 
compressors, drive, 
cooler, heater
different levels of
modeling available
(e.g. compressors with user-
def. characteristic maps)
subnets with master
elements (steering the
respective subnet)
programmable by user; 
hierarchical subnets with
several master elts.
coding in Python
(examples available e.g. for
mixing chambers and
compressor stations)
simulation modes stationary / instationary
(=time dependent)
restart option (for using a 
result as init for new run) 
own GUI for simulation
& analysis
different visualization
modes, network editing
(optional coupling with
net‘O‘graph & DesParO)
models and API Python API: full control models: open source!
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Subnetworks with Master Elements –
Example: Simple Compressor Station
D
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(Example Continued as) 
Hierarchical Subnetwork
master 1
master 2
D
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
MYNTS-Gas:
Features (2)
Physical Feature Options Comments
gas law
(gas factor z)
Papay, AGA,  
AGA8-DC92
error in DIN AGA8-DC92 
corrected!   BWR to come
friction
(lambda)
Hofer, Nikuradze locally adaptive choice to come
gas quality arbitrary mix of
(natural) gas
components
fully coupled set of equations is
solved (several numerical opt.) 
temperature on / off; coeff. for
environ. exchange
temperature as state variable: 
fully discretized in space-time
Joule-Thomson on / off
hydrate formation Motiee, Bukacek Carson-Katz to come
… and more … (Reynolds no., compressibility, Darcy-Weisbach, …)
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GUI:
MYNTS-Gas Control
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
net‘O‘graph – Analysis and Graph Mining
C++ classes
and software tools
• for analysing and
manipulating nets/graphs
(symmetrizing, directing, 
finding input-output-
connections, …)
• special tasks as e.g. graph
comparisons (matching), 
layout
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Network Analysis – An Example 
Weighted Flooding of Supply Nodes
Exemplary net with more than 6000 nodes and 32 000 pipes.
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
MYNTS-Energy
Currently Under Development!
 test cases: realistic large networks and measurement data
 basis: MYNTS-Circuit 
(already offering basic elements, loads, in/out, electronic devices)
 to be completed: integration of electromechanical/other models
(transformers, storages, transit/supply/demand models)
 two simulation modes
 „classical“ load flow: physical quantities (voltage, current, fluxes) 
modeled as phasors (sinusoidal)  Æ simplification
 as well as full-flavour circuit-style (transient/freq.): physical
quantities shall be modeled with higher accuracy!
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Summary
 MYNTS was designed for multiphysics simulation 
(i. e. gas, electricity, water, …) 
 At present gas and electromagnetics are fully developed. 
Electricity networks have be implemented  (basics are there).
 We plan to fully combine gas and electricity (e.g. power-to-gas)
 Unique features: Master elements for control of simpler elements,
Combination of multiphysics elements,  modeling is open to user
 Cooperation in further R&D projects is welcome!
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Thank you for your attention!
bernhard.klaassen@scai.fraunhofer.de
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Dr. Tanja Clees
Head of Department 
High Performance Analytics 
High Performance Analytics
Department
Thomas Sztanek/Fotolia.com
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Products and Services
 DesParO: statistical analysis and robust optimization
of parameter-dependent applications
(studies and software licenses)
 MYNTS: multiphysical network simulator for
 circuit & device simulation (tightly integrated)
 gas transport
 energy
 water distribution, …
 net`O´graph: analysis, simulation, optimization of networks
as well as graph mining (studies and software licenses)
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Exemplary Application Areas
Thomas Sztanek/Fotolia.com
Fraunhofer IMS
Gas Transport
Oil Reservoirs
Semiconductors
Circuits / EMC
Energy
Engineering
Crash
Forming & Casting
Materials
(Electro-)Chemistry
CFD / Structural Mechanics
Medical Engineering
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
DesParO – Metamodeling
and Parameter Studies
 experimental designs
(design-of-experiment, DoE)
 interpolation of results
(response surfaceÆ metamodel)
 Local quality measure: 
Assess and adapt your model!
 Build models step by step,
starting with just a few points:
adaptive metamodeling!
 parameter studies, statistics
 multi-objectice robust design-parameter 
optimization
Clockwise: DesParO Explorer, correlation measures; 
exemplary 2D correlation plots, quantiles, histograms.
?!
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Multiphysical Network Simulator
 Unique features (selected): 
 programmable subnetworks
 tightly integrated sim. of device models
 own state-of-the-art math kernels
 DesParO: interpolation, statistics, optimization
 „One for all“: gas, water, circuits, energy, …
 Exemplary ongoing activities:
 Gas transport simulation and analysis
 Oil reservoirs: analysis of history-matched scenarios
 Microelectronics: Circuit simulation with tightly
integrated device models (electrostat. & electromagn.)
 Water distribution networks: energy optimization
Thomas Sztanek/Fotolia.com
Fraunhofer IMS
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
Networks:
Electrical Circuits and Devices
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MYNTS Framework:   
 BSIM3 implemented via SPICE3 integration (as a library!)
 spatially discretized devices via MinimosNT integration
 library α-SAMGp for solution of series of linear systems stemming from 
resulting system of partial differential algebraic equations
Æ tighly coupled circuit & device (& EM) simulation
DesParO:   
 analysis of parameter 
variations, optimization
 simulation results on highly 
resolved discretization grids 
can be processed 
(process/device simulation!) 
Framework
Device & Circuit
© Fraunhofer SCAI 
MYNTS-Circuit Example (1): 
Passive UHF Sensor Transponder
Transponder of Fraunhofer IMS Sketch of one exemplary circuit
as well as result of device simulation 
of an exemplary transistor
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MYNTS-Circuit Example (2): 
GSM Transceiver for RF Data Processing
High-Frequency Application (GigaHertz Range)!
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Security of gas supply and gas 
network modelling
Ricardo Bolado, Vytis Kopustinskas
Energy Security Unit  
Institute for Energy and Transport
European Commission; DG-JRC
15/11/2012
Contents
Regulation 994/2010 on security of gas supply
1. Risk Assessment (RA)
2. Preventive Action Plan (PAP)
3. Emergency Plan (EP)
Modelling the gas transmission network
GEMFLOW (a mass balance model)
JRC-GTN (a hydraulic model)
Future challenges
Include reliability analysis
Model the dependence between the electricity grid and 
the gas transmission network
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Regulation on Security of Gas Supply (I)
Risk Assessment
115
Risk Assessment (II)
Infrastructure standard
Satisfy 1-in-20 years peak
daily demand under disruption 
Conditions of the largest infrastructure
Supply standard
Ensure supply to protected customers
1. In a 1-in-20 years 7-day peak demand period
2. In a 1-in-20 years 30-day period of extremely high demand
3. In an average winter period of at least 30 days under disruption 
conditions of the largest infrastructure 
( ) 100%1
max
×−+++=−
D
ILNGSPEPN mmmmm
Risk Assessment (III)
Quantitative Qualitative
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Preventive Action 
Plan (PAP)
Emergency Plan (EP)
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Modelling the gas 
network
Different possible 
approaches
Granularity
• - Facility level (pipeline, 
compressor station, 
storage facility, LNG 
terminal, etc.)
• - MS or region within a 
MS 
Phenomena considered
- Mass balance
- Hydraulics (transport 
equations)
GEMFLOW (MS level, mass 
balance)
JRC-GTN (Facility level, 
hydraulics)
GEMFLOW
• Monte-Carlo approach (statistical analysis 
and/or optimization)
• Time dependency
• Duration and consumption test
• Daily balancing
• Balanced system – disruption – restoring 
balance
• Inflow: cross-border pipelines, storages, 
production, LNG
• Outflow: cross-border pipelines, demand -
critical consumption [the smallest quantity for 
system operability (e.g. to maintain minimum 
pressure) and protected consumption needed]
118
GEMFLOW (II)
• Crisis simulation (General assumptions)
• extreme (1-in-20 years) weather conditions in the 
beginning of January at  a country level, for all countries
• cut of the supply from Ukraine and Belarus
• duration 30 days
• Optimizing flows to consumption
What is the range of 
distribution of consumption 
loss in a period?
13-15 %
0-50 %
22-25 %
25-40 %
40 %
0-100 %
GEMFLOW (III)
Breakdown of supply before 
disruption (1.28 bcm/day cons)
10%
36%
2%
52%
production storage lng pipeline
Breakdown of supply after the 
disruption (-75 mcm/d cons)
12%
70%
2%
16%
production storage lng pipeline
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•Bottleneck identification
(complete lack of gas in the 
Mediterranean sea)
GEMFLOW (IV)
JRC-GTN
120
JRC-GTN (II)
JRC-GTN (III)
121
JRC-GTN (IV)
Future challenges
Include reliability analysis
It will allow addressing correctly correlated risks
Need of much information about facilities 
Model the dependence between the electricity grid and 
the gas transmission network
Increasing reliance of the power grid on gas powered 
plants 
Increasing use of electricity in components and 
facilities
Possibility of assessing the effect of cascade effects 
(and associated correlated risks)
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MODELING OF ENERGY STRATEGY IN LATVIA: 
Introduction of energy  and climate mitigation 
policy issues in energy planning model
G. Klavs
J. Rekis
Institute for Physical Energetics, Latvia
Conference on Energy Security:
Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea region
Lithuanian Academy of Science, Vilnius Lithuania
November, 2015
1
Energy system analyses tools in Latvia
• EFOM (Energy Flow Optimization Model) – multi‐period linear programming optimization model 
describing the total energy system of a country
– Used from 1994 – 2000
– Research projects with focus to electricity and district heat (energy system is partly represented)
• Not continuity in Latvia (just in one case study)
– MESSAGE – a systems engineering optimization model used for medium to long‐term energy system planning, energy 
policy analysis
– BALMOREL – optimization model for analyzing the power&DH sector in an international perspective
– MESAP (Modular Energy System Analysis and Planning Environment) ‐PlaNet – Linear network module (Simulation 
model)
– ENPEP‐BALANCE – market‐based simulation nonlinear equilibrium model
• Since 1995 MARKAL is used for energy and environment system analyses in Latvia
• Latvia represented as region in multi regional models
– TIMES
• Pan European TIMES model for projects: the New Energy Externalities Developments for Sustainability (NEEDS) (28 states 
pan‐European model; examine externalities and life cycle assessment issues); Monitoring and Evaluation of the RES 
directives implementation in EU27 and policy recommendations for 2020 (RES2020); energy security (EACCESS)
• The model TIMES_EE/EG optimizes the Electricity, Heat and Natural Gas Markets of the EU‐25. The models have been 
used, together with several others, in the EUSUSTEL and CASCADE‐MINTS projects.
– PRIMES
– and other
by no means exhaustive
2
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MARKAL
IEA‐ETSAP, www.iea‐etsap.org
• MARKAL (TIMES) is developed by Energy Technology Systems Analysis 
Programme (ETSAP) (an Implementing Agreement of the International 
Energy Agency, the first established in 1976) 
• Model generator written in the General Algebraic Model System (GAMS)
• User interfaces for managing input data, running model generator, 
examining results
• Used in a non‐research environment since 1980 and now in use at more 
than 200 institutions in nearly 70 countries
• Widely used, proven and continually evolving model for assessing a wide 
range of energy and environmental planning and policy issues
• Has a well‐developed support network around the world through ETSAP
• Analytic framework is ideally suited for assessing the role of technology in 
achieving environmental and policy goals
3
Insight into MARKAL use in Latvia
• Implemented by IFE (Norway) support in 1995
• Emission projections for energy sector
– Projections of GHG emissions for
• National use
• UNFCCC National Communications (from 2nd NC)
• Monitoring EU GHG emissions (Commission Decisions 280/2004/EC and 2005/166/EC)
– Projections for other gases SO2, VOC, NOx, PM2.5, NH3 for
• National use
• Convention on Long‐Range Transboundary Air Pollution
• Projections of energy use
– Mainly use for research projects
• Identifying least‐cost solutions for energy system planning 
• Evaluation of impact of introduction of energy&emissions taxes
– Seldom direct use for national strategies
• Evaluation of impact of introduction of different RES and energy efficiency targets
4
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Modeling approach
• Bottom‐up technology rich optimization model
• Covers all energy system from resource extraction through to end‐use as 
represented by a Reference Energy System (RES) network
• Spread of action between supply and demand
• Emissions taxes and constraints
• Identifies most cost‐effective pattern and mix of resource use and technology 
deployment over time under varying constraints and alternate futures by 
optimizing system costs. Also provides estimates of eq.:
– energy prices
– demand activity
– GHG and other emission levels
– mitigation costs
• Scenario approach: establishes baselines and the implications of alternative 
futures
• Sensitivity analyses
• Possibility to deal with uncertainty with stochastic analyzes
5
MARKAL Building Blocks
Primary energy 
consumption
Mining
Export
Import
Fuel 
processing
Refinery
PROCESSES
Producers of 
electricity only
Coupled 
production 
plants
Heat plants
CONVERSION 
TECHNOLOGIES
Electricity 
consumption
Heat 
consumption
Fuel 
consumption
DEMAND 
DEVICES
Final energy 
consumption
Useful  energy 
consumption
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s
–
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An energy technology is any device that produces, transforms,
transmit, distribute or uses energy
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Useful demands / Energy services
– Sectors and Sub‐sectors
• Agriculture, forestry, fishery
– AGR Electricity
– AGR Energy Carriers (excl. ELC)
• Services
– COM Air Conditioning
– COM Cooking
– COM Space Heating & Hot Water
– COM Lighting
– COM Electric Equipments
– COM Refrigerators and freezers
• Industry and construction
– ICH Chemical
– ICO Construction
– IES Energy Sector
– IFB Food; Beverage and Tobacco
– IIS Iron & Steel&Non‐ferrous Metals
– ILP Pulp&Paper and Printing
– INM Non‐metallic Minerals
– IWP Wood and Wood Products
– IOI Other
• Residential
– RES Air Conditioning
– RES Clothes Drying
– RES Cooking
– RES Clothes Washing
– RES Dishwashing
– RES Electric Equipments
– RES Space Heating & Hot Water MF
– RES Space Heating & Hot Water SF
– RES Lighting
– RES Refrigerators and freezers
• Transport
– TRA Domestic Aviation
– TRA International Aviation
– TRA Pipeline Transport
– TRA Road – Buses
– TRA Road ‐ Trucks (Heavy Duty Trucks, Light Duty 
Vehicles)
– TRA Road ‐ Car (Cars, Mopeds, Motorcycles)
– TRA Railway
– TRA Domestic Navigation
– TRA International Navigation (Bunkers)
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Development indexes (2000=1)
– GDP, TPEC, GEC, GHG, POP
• Largest source of 
GHG emissions is 
1.ENERGY with 
69,6% share of total 
GHG emissions
• 32.7% of 1.ENERGY 
is covered by ETS
– 1.AA.1. Energy 
Industries ‐ 87.4%
– 1.AA.2.  
Manufacturing 
Industries and 
Construction –
64,4%
– 1.AA.4. Other 
Sectors – 4,2%
– Remaining – 0%0,7
1,0
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1,6
1,9
2,2
2,5
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
IKP 2000. gada salīdzināmās cenās
GDP chain-linked volume (reference year 2000)
Bruto nacionālais elektroenerģijas patēriņš
Gross national electricity consumption
KPEP
TPEC
SEG emisijas
GHG emissions
Iedzīvotāju skaits gada beigās
Population at the end of year
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Projections (2000=1) BASE scenario
– GDP, TPEC, GEC, GHG, POP
0,0
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6,0
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IKP 2000. gada salīdzināmās cenās
GDP chain-linked volume (reference year 2000)
Bruto nacionālais elektroenerģijas patēriņš
Gross national electricity consumption
KPEP
TPEC
SEG emisijas no enerģētikas
GHG emissions from energy
Iedzīvotāju skaits gada beigās
Population at the end of year 9
Overview of model
Useful energy
Demands / Energy
services
Primary fuel
prices
Menu of energy
Technologies
production
conversion
transmission
demand
Constraints
(Emission,
capacity etc.)
Optimal least cost
mix of resources
and technologies
Technology
Characteristics
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Challenges for Input Data
• GDP projections – how to project future 
development of our economy?
• Useful Energy Demand projections – how to 
project behavior of our customers? What is 
demand elasticities? How to link with 
macroeconomic forecast?
• Primary Energy  prices projections – how to 
project future prices in global fuel market?
• Changes in governmental policy to provide 
national energy supply security may significantly 
influence the scenario definition and description
11
Projecting of GDP is a continuous process
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Aggregate of projected VA and Useful 
energy in Industry
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1
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5
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
PV
UC
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025  2030  Elasticity 
2000‐
2010 
2010‐
2030 
VA 
Industry  0,70  1,08  1  1,50  2,01  2,42  2,89     
Chemical 0,45  0,77  1  1,50  1,97  2,37  2,85     
Food 1,04  1,43  1  1,11  1,32  1,47  1,64     
Metals 1,15  1,56  1  1,38  1,94  2,55  3,21     
Non‐metallic Minerals 0,37 0,73 1 1,69 2,23 2,69  3,23     
Pulp&Paper 1,18 1,46 1 1,21 1,53 1,75  2,00     
Wood 0,56  0,82  1  1,53  2,00  2,41  2,90     
Other 0,61  0,93  1  1,58  2,09  2,60  3,16     
Useful energy
Industry  0,78  0,94  1  1,20  1,37  1,49  1,61  0,68  0,44 
Chemical 0,55 0,66 1 1,17 1,30 1,39  1,48  0,75  0,37 
Food 1,49  1,49  1  1,03  1,07  1,10  1,13  11,34  0,24 
Metals 1,06  1,02  1  1,14  1,30  1,45  1,58  0,41  0,38 
Non‐metallic Minerals 0,55  0,96  1  1,31  1,50  1,64  1,78  0,59  0,49 
Pulp&Paper 0,78  1,20  1  1,06  1,13  1,18  1,22  ‐1,54  0,29 
Wood 0,31  0,50  1  1,23  1,39  1,51  1,63  2,11  0,45 
Other 1,95  2,05  1  1,18  1,30  1,40  1,49  ‐1,29  0,34 
13
Projections of energy prices
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Price ratios are important
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OIL import price of IEA countries and IEA 
WEO projections, US$2000/barrel
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Uncertain is price of CO2
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Modeling Energy Strategy ‐ Recent results
• Projects funded by
– State energy research programme
– Soros Foundation – Latvia
– Public Utilities Commission
– Ministry of Economics of the Republic of Latvia
18
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Definitions of scenarios
• BASE with Existing P&M
• EFF (efficiency SC) ‐ BASE + Heat consumption for heating in 
residential houses – 153 (2020) and 100 (2030) kWh/m2
• BASE_R40‐F10 (RES 40% SC) ‐ BASE + RES 40% from 2020 (RES‐F –
10%)
• EFF_R40‐F10 ‐ EFF+ BASE_R40‐F10
• BASE_R50‐F125 (RES 50% SC) ‐ BASE_R40‐F10 + RES 50% in 2030 
(RES‐F – 12.5%)
• EFF_R50‐F125 (Energy strategy SC) – EFF + BASE_R50‐F125
• BASE_RE75 (RES‐E 75% SC) ‐ BASE + RES‐E 75% from 2030
• BASE_SEG‐UP (GHG emission cup SC) ‐ BASE + GHG emission cup 
8550 Gg from 2020
• EFF_SEG‐UP ‐ EFF+ BASE_SEG‐UP
19
Energy consumption for heating in 
Residential sector, kWh/m2
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Changes of Total system cost of GDP
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GHG emissions, Gg
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Energy intensity
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Final energy consumption, PJ
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Primary energy consumption, PJ
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RES share in gross final consumption of 
energy
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How much costs one percentage point of 
additional RES
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Issues
• Initial costs for software
• Model development is a long‐term and continuous process 
– Change in staff 
• Data intensive characterization of technologies and reference 
energy system used to be labor intensive
• Results sometimes sensitive to small changes in data assumptions
• Limited ability to model consumer behavior
• Emission factors for new fuels&technologies
• Discrepancy between structure of energy balance and emission 
inventory (e.g. off‐road, auto producers)
• ETS and noETS sectors
29
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Modelling of the Lithuanian energy 
sector
A.Galinis
Lithuanian Energy Institute
Plan of presentation
Overview of research area and selected models:
9 Model for analysis of energy sector development of Baltic states,
9 Model for analysis of power sector development of Baltic states,
9 Model for analysis of energy sector development of Lithuania,
9 Model for analysis of district heating sector development of Kaunas municipality.
Overview of few studies prepared using various models:
9 Impact of unit size of the new Visaginas NPP to the requirement of reserve capacity
and future development of power system. Under contract with LEO LT, 2009,
9 Use of renewable energy sources (bio-fuels, hydroenergy, solar energy, 
geothermal energy, municipal waste, etc.) for production of energy. 
Under contract with Ministry of energy, 2010,
9 Strategy for development of Kaunas district heating sector. Under contract with 
Kaunas municipality, 2012.
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Area of research
Modelling and analysis of energy system development and 
operation in the region (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland including
links with third countries);
Modelling and analysis of energy system development and operation
of a single country (Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Serbia, Mongolia, Sudan, Nigeria, etc.);
Modelling and analysis of single energy sector (Power sector, 
district heating sector, etc.);
Modelling and analysis of a single enterprise (Refinery, system of
district heating, power plant, boiler-house).
Modelling and analysis of energy sector development 
in the Baltic region 
Fuel 
supply 
Model of Estonian 
energy sector 
Model of Latvian 
energy sector 
Model of Lithuanian 
energy sector 
Regional constrains,
regional policy
measures
System of
electricity and
heat 
generation
and
distribution
Final
energy
demand
System
of other
fuel
supply
System
of gas
supply
System
of oil
supply
Oil products
Oil products
Gas
Gas
Other fuels
Other fuels
Electricity
Heat
Electricity
import
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Model of the Baltic power system
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Representation of Polish power system
Representation of links with UCTE, Nordel,
IPS/UPS
Lines:
Commissioning date,
Throughput capacity,
Losses,
Investment and O&M cost,
Markets:
Availability of electricity (bounds on flows in lines),
Market prices and their variation (variable cost),
Availability of reserve capacities of different type,
Others
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Characteristics of the energy sector model of Lithuania
Municipality A
Municipality Z
Land for growing 
of agricultural 
products
Technologys for gathering 
and transportation of 
agricultural by-products
Technologies for conversion of 
RES and distribution of products
Land for growing 
of energy crops
Technologies for growing, 
gathering and 
transportation of energy 
crops
Demand of 
electricity, 
heat and 
other 
products
Forests
Technologies of 
lumbering, transportation 
of wood and waste
Waste of cattle-
ranches, industry, 
sewage
Technologies for handling 
of municipal waste
Technologies for production of 
heat and electricity
Municipal waste
Market of RES, technologies for 
their transportation at the 
country level
Other countries
Market of other fuels
Import of other fuels and 
energy
Export of other fuels and 
energy
Market of 
products 
from RES, 
transportati
on 
technologie
s
Import of RES
Exportt of RES
Export of various products 
from RES
Import of various products 
from RES
Other RES 
(geothermal, 
hydro, wind, 
solar ect )
Technolo
gies for 
converssi
on of RES 
and 
municipal 
waste
Time period analysed 2006-2035,
5 time periods in a year,
60 types of fuels and energy,
About 8 thousands technologies and
processes, ~2 millions variables,
From the set of existing and possible
new technologies according least cost
criterion select technologies,
fuel and energy forms which satisfy 
final demand of consumers during
time period analysed,
Linear programming.
Energy systems of all 60 municipalities
Energy market and large energy objects
Alternatives under consideration
Electricity sector:
a) Future operation of existing power plants and their refurbishment,
b) Construction of new power plants (Wind, solar, hydro, gas PP, RES PP, 
nuclear PP, etc.);
Sector of district heating:
a) Future operation of existing boiler houses and CHP, their modernisation,
change of fuel types,
b) Construction of new boiler houses and CHP on fossil fuel, bio fuel and municipal
waste, use of heat pumps;
Sector of decentralized heat supply:
a) Future operation of existing equipments for space heating and hot water preparation,
b) Construction of new equipments for space heating and hot water preparation
(bio fuel, fossil fuel, solar, geothermal, etc.);
Sector for production of bio fuel:
a) Production of bio components from agricultural products for blending with 
gasoline and diesel,
b) Production of hard bio fuels from wood, wood waste, forestry waste, agricultural
products, etc.,
c) Production of biogas from stock-rising waste, industrial and sewerage waste,
agricultural products, residues from production of liquid bio fuels, etc.;
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Model of district heating system (1)
KTE
Inkaro
Silko
PTE
Pergales
D16
D05
D03
D13
D12
D11
D10D20
D19
D17
D23
D22
D21
D29
D28
D36
D35
D34
D32
D31
D30
D40
D39D38
D48
D47
D45
D43
D42
D41
D49
D57
D56
D54 D53
D52
D51
D60
D59
D61
Various modernisation options of generation sources,
Renovation of buildings and consequently reduced demand,
Renovation of district heat supply network taking into account 
building renovation,
Revenue from sold objects,
Special approach for counting heat losses in the network.
Model of district heating system (2)
(Boiler-house)
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Impact of unit size of the new Visaginas NPP
to the requirement of reserve capacity
and future development of
power system
Under contract with LEO LT, 2009
How much primary reserve?
it is necessary secondary reserve?
to have tertiary reserve?
How much it primary reserve? 
is necessary to secondary reserve?
have locally tertiary reserve?
How much it UCTE?
is possible to NORDEL?
get from IPS/UPS?
Depend on unit
size
Depend on 
normatives of
systems
Depend on througput
capacity of links,
import-export flows,
type of links
Where, when, how big and what kind reserve capacity should be located?
What should be structure of power plants, their load, 
import-export of electricity in order to fulfill all this?
Will power system 
remain table
after failure of 
nuclear unit?
Size of nuclear unit and reserve capacity
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Electricity production
Electricity production in Estonia
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Electricity production in Latvia
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Electricity production in Lithuania
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Poland
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HPSPP
New RES PP
New nuclear PP
New CCGT PP
New lignite PP
New coal PP
New coal CHP
New gas CHP
Wind PP
Hydro PP
Ex CHP
Ex Katowice PP
Ex Bialsko Polnoc PP
Ex Bialsko Biala PP
Ex Jaworzno 2 PP
Ex Halemba PP
Ex Blachownia PP
Ex Stalowa Wola PP
Ex Skawina PP
Ex Belchatow PP
Ex Turow PP
Ex Potnow PP
Ex Adamow PP
Ex Konin PP
Ex Kozienice PP
Ex Dolna Odra PP
Ex Polaniec PP
Ex Rybnik PP
Ex Laziska PP
Ex Lagiska PP
Ex Siersza PP
Ex Ostroleka PP
Ex Opole PP
Ex Jaworzno PP
Total demand
Final demand
2020
150 MW units at Lithuanian PP 300 8 8 28 36 0 0 1 2
300 MW units at Lithuanian PP 1200 0 0 0 970 0 0 0 24
New CCGT unit at Lithuanian PP 400 160 360 160 360 8 8 8 8
Vilnius CHP-3 400 69 43 217 272 3 0 8 8
Vilnius CHP-2 18 0 0 16 16 0 0 0 0
Kaunas CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Kaunas CCGT CHP 163 88 146 146 146 3 3 3 3
Petrasiunai CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mazeikiai CHP 35 22 22 22 25 0 0 0 0
Klaipeda CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina NPP unit 2 1600 0 0 1316 1341 0 0 48 48
New Ignalina NPP unit 1 1600 1253 1253 1316 1316 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina NPP unit 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina CCGT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kruonis HPSPP 800 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 0
Kaunas hydro PP 101 20 73 20 91 1 1 1 1
Small hydro PP 31 12 12 15 15 0 0 0 0
Industrial CHP 33 30 30 0 30 0 0 0 0
Wind PP 415 70 70 162 0 0 0 0 0
New Panevezys CCGT CHP 70 8 25 57 57 0 0 0 0
New coal PP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New GT CHP 74 37 41 46 55 0 0 0 0
Modular CHP 84 29 26 49 56 0 0 0 0
Renewable CHP 77 42 53 65 69 0 0 0 0
Total available 7401 1847 2161 3636 4891 16 12 70 94
Total supplied 787* 1323* 1159* 1935* 16 12 70 94
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Winter 
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er Min
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Winter 
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Winter 
Max
Summer 
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Winter working 
day
Summer 
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Winter working 
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Generation, MW Accesible primary reserve, MW
LEO9a4 Variantas5 Installed capacity in 
Lithuania, 
MW
Elektrinės vardas
Generation, primary, secondary, tertiary reserves. Lithuania (1)
146
150 MW units at Lithuanian PP 0 0 0 0 292 292 272 264
300 MW units at Lithuanian PP 0 0 0 0 1200 1200 1200 230
New CCGT unit at Lithuanian PP 240 40 240 40 240 40 240 40
Vilnius CHP-3 0 0 0 0 331 357 183 128
Vilnius CHP-2 0 0 0 0 18 18 2 2
Kaunas CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Kaunas CCGT CHP 75 16 16 16 75 16 16 16
Petrasiunai CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mazeikiai CHP 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 10
Klaipeda CHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina NPP unit 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 284 259
New Ignalina NPP unit 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina NPP unit 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Ignalina CCGT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kruonis HPSPP 800 800 800 764 800 800 800 764
Kaunas hydro PP 81 27 81 10 81 27 81 10
Small hydro PP 19 19 16 16 19 19 16 16
Industrial CHP 0 0 0 0 3 3 33 3
Wind PP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Panevezys CCGT CHP 62 45 13 13 62 45 13 13
New coal PP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
New GT CHP 37 32 28 19 37 32 28 19
Modular CHP 0 0 0 0 55 58 35 28
Renewable CHP 0 0 0 0 35 24 12 8
Total available 1313 980 1194 879 3260 2947 3228 1811
Total supplied 637 721 1057 742 1730 1811 2204 1811
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secondary and tertiary 
reserve, MWLEO9a4 Variantas5
Elektrinės vardas
Generation, primary, secondary, tertiary reserves. Lithuania (2)
2020
11344 2891 4058 5943 7154 53 53 116 141
1000 0 0 -999.9 -254.6 100 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1000 -842.8 -472.9 -1015 -1015 1100 1100 1100 1100
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2048 3585 3929 5885 1253 1253 1316 1341
1633* 2955* 2928* 4735* 1253 1253 1316 1341
Flow from IPS/UPS
Total available
Total required
*Galutiniai poreikiai
Generation by PP in EE, LV and LT
Flow from Finland
Flow from Sweden
Flow from UCTE
Baltic region
Summ
er Max
Winter 
Min
Winter 
Max
Summer 
working day
Winter working 
day
Summer 
working day
Winter working 
day
LEO9a4 Case5 Instaled capacity. 
Flows via 
lines, MW
Generation, MW Accesible primary reserve, MW
Source of reserve capacity Summ
er Min
Summ
er Max
Winter 
Min
Winter 
Max
Summ
er Min
Operation regime of the Baltic power system during 
maximal and minimal load in 2020
2020
11344 1385 1385 1449 1473 2691 2691 2881 2955
1000 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1000 0 0 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1385 1385 1449 1473 3891 3891 4081 4155
1385 1385 1449 1473 3891 3891 4082 4155
Summ
er Min
Summ
er Max
Winter 
Min
Winter 
Max
Accesible primary, 
secondary and tertiary 
reserve, MW
Summer 
working day
Winter working 
day
Summer 
working day
Winter working 
day
Flow from IPS/UPS
Total available
Total required
Accesible secondary 
reserve, MW
Summ
er Min
Summ
er Max
Winter 
Min
Winter 
Max
Generation by PP in EE, LV and LT
Flow from Finland
Flow from Sweden
Flow from UCTE
LEO9a4 Case5 Instaled capacity. 
Flows via 
lines, MW
Source of reserve capacity
Baltic region
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Conclusions
Due to lack of primary reserve unit size of even 500 MW of the new 
NPP is to big for Baltic states if their power system would operate isolated
and no reserve capacity would be obtained from UCTE, Nordel or IPS/UPS.
Unit size of 1600 MW is to big when power system of Baltic states 
operates synchronously with UCTE but capacity of the link is only 
1000 MW. 1300 MW is acceptable. In the case larger unit is installed it’s 
operating capacity is reduced in order not to have possible disturbance in 
the system larger than available reserve capacity.
Unit size of 1600 MW is acceptable when power system of Baltic states 
operates synchronously with IPS/UPS.
Use of renewable energy sources (bio-fuels, hydroenergy, solar
energy, geothermal energy, municipal waste, etc.) for 
production of energy. 
Under contract with Ministry of energy, 2010.
Preparation of investment program for district heating sector 
for 2011-2020 and elaboration of means for its implementation.
Under contract with Association of district heat suppliers, 2011.
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Elektrinės 5573.5 5940.2 6130.3 5885.8 7587.3 7709.1 7722.6 7736.0 9849.8 11963.4 11852.6 11741.6 11702.2 11662.9 11623.5
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Strategy for development of Kaunas district heating
Under contract with Kaunas municipality, 2012
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Seasonal variation of district heat production in Kaunas
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Thank you for your attention
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Electrolysis and Biomass Hand-in-Hand
Søren Linderoth
Head of Department, Professor
DTU Energy Conversion
Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Future Energy Solutions are Challenging
Energy 
security
• Secure supply
• Limited fossil fuels
Economic 
productivity
• Growth in demand
• Price volatility
•Environmental impact
• Land and water use
• Emissions and climate changes
Sustainable & 
renewable
energy
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Energy targets in 
Denmark
2020: 50% of electricity from 
wind
2035: 100% of electricity and 
heat from renewable energy
2050: 100% independence on 
fossil fuels, incl. transport
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Wind
4
Middelg u de   20X2 MW
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
DK West January 2008 Demand and Wind power January 2008 + 3,000 MW
Challenges with Wind Power
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Robust Transmission grid –
with strong interconnectors
Coherent energy system 
with high flexibility
Intelligent control using 
Smart Grids applications
and Nuclear
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark6 29 November 
2012
Source: European Commission
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Energy Conversion, Balancing and Storage
7 29 November 
2012
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
CO2-neutral fuel:
Synthetic fuel for transport sector
Biomass
Wind
Gasification
Elektrolysis
Catalytic
Methane
DME
Gasoline
Diesel
Methanol
……….
e-
H2, CO
CH4, H2, CO
H2O
O2
CO2
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Hydrogenation of biomass
Hydrogenation to methane:
C6(H2O)5 + 12 H2 6 CH4 + 5 H2O
biomass hydrogen            methane          water
2.8 MJ                2.9 MJ                  4.8 MJ
Hydrogenation to diesel:
C6(H2O)5 + 5,75 H2 ½ C12H23 + 5 H2O
biomass hydrogen   diesel             water
2.8 MJ 1.4 MJ  3.8 MJ
9 29 November 
2012
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
High Temperature Electrolysis
CO
H2
CO2
Power
Steam
CO2
Hydrogen
SNG
Methanol
DME
Gasoline
Diesel
Syngas
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
GreenSynFuel Project
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Mass Flows in Wood + SOEC to MeOH
162
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Mass Flows in Wood to MeOH (without SOEC)
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Why electrolysis at high temperature (SOEC) ?
• Enables co-electrolysis of H2O and CO2 to produce H2 and CO
Higher efficiency for the methanation reaction (and other fuels)
• Electrolysis of H2O and CO2 into H2 and CO are heat consuming processes. 
The Joule heat contributes to the splitting of H2O and CO2 molecules. Less 
electrical energy is need for the splitting and thus a higher efficiency for the 
electrolysis reaction
• The rate of the electrochemical processes is much faster at high temperature. 
More H2 and CO per m2 cell per minute gives lower investment and 
production costs
• The SOEC consists of relatively inexpensive materials and may be produced using 
low cost processes, i.e. low investment cost
163
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
SOEC manufacture
DTU tapecaster
Tape casting Spraying Screen printing Sintring
Performance
Durability
Costs
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
Fuel Cell and Electrolyser
½O2
H2 H2O
½O2
H2O + 2e- → H2 + O2-
O2-
O2- → 2e- +½O2
H2 + O2- → H2O + 2e-
O2-
½O2 + 2e- → O2-
SOFC SOEC
H2H2O
H2 + CO + O2 H2O + CO2 + electric energy (∆G) + heat (T∆S)
SOFC
SOEC
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DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark17 29 November 
2012
•Replace fossil fuels by synthetic fuels
from renewable energy: Biomass, Wind, 
Solar
•Secure power at peak-loads
•Increase overall efficiency by optimal 
operation of power suppliers (wind, 
nuclear, traditional power stations etc)
Electrolysis and Biomass Hand-in-Hand
DTU Energy Conversion, Technical University of Denmark
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Smart Grids: anticipated trends and 
policy directions 
SMART 
ELECTRICITY 
SYSTEMS
JRC
-
SMAR  
ELEC RICITY 
SYSTEMS
Issue
Assessing the energy systems and 
prioritising challenges and risks to Europe’s 
energy supply.
JRC Work
Development of databases and 
methodologies to identify hazards and to 
evaluate potential impacts on the European 
energy system. 
Development of laboratory on smart energy 
systems.
Impact
Support DG ENER on electricity, gas and 
oil related policies.
Energy Security
166
Today’s Power systemSmart grid: pos ibl  future
4Source: EC Smart Grid 
Standardisation Reference Group
Smart grid: multi-actor, 
multi-layer system
167
5JRC
-
SMART 
ELECTRICITY 
SYSTEMS
Our core activities
629 November 2012
• Honest data broker
168
Projects can span over more than country and
can include more than one category. The
picture does not include the Smart Meter Roll-
out in Sweden, spanning approx. 150 projects
and amounting to approx.1500 M€, as a
detailed description of the projects was not
received.
• Uneven distribution of 
investments across 
Europe. Most of 
investments in EU-15 
Countries
• Over 5 billion EUR 
investments, but still 
at the beginning of 
the Smart Grid 
transition
Smart grid inventory
8
Functions and capabilities
169
• European-wide electricity grid model
• data from the European Transmission 
System Operators, complemented by 
datasets from the European power system
• more than 10,000 elements (nodes 
and lines)
• analyses of the European 
transmission network via advanced 
power simulation platforms
• Links with TIMES (techno-economic 
modelling)
The JRC’s European power 
grid model
• Identification of ‘European critical 
infrastructure’ (whose disruption 
has a significant impact on at least 2 
Member States)
• Web-based application for the 
visualisation of Europe-wide 
electricity systems and for the 
assessment of energy network 
criticality and vulnerability
Critical energy 
infrastructure
170
• The EUPowerDispatch model 
analyses the impacts of variable 
renewable energy increase on the 
European cross-border transmission 
capacity needs
– Minimum Cost Flow Problem 
(MCFP) taking into account 
generation and transmission 
constraints
• The model minimises the annual 
electricity variable production costs in 
the interconnected European system
Renewables integration in 
Europe/Mediterranean
• Assessment of multi-terminal DC (MTDC) grids to integrate large 
scale offshore wind power in the North Sea (in cooperation with 
ECN and TU Delft)
• Set-up and testing of a stand-alone configuration with three small-
scale Voltage Source Converters (VSCs)
Multi-terminal grid for 
offshore wind 
• Real-time digital simulator 
interconnection with the VSC-
based multi-terminal DC grid for 
testing and validation of 
different models and control 
strategies 
171
• Ambitious purchase list of coordinated equipment
– Storage sources, load/generation sources, strengthened real time 
simulation capabilities
• Smaller scale integrated storage/PV system purchase 
under way (50 kW/25 kWh)
• Large scale storage purchase
– Technical specifications under preparation, modular installation (up to 1 
MW / 10 MWh)
– Peak shaving large scale demo 
– Back-up/supply function for 
battery/component testing lab
Storage/interoperability
• Contribution to Communication 
COM(2011) 202 “Smart Grids: from 
innovation to deployment”
– leading the first Europe-wide analysis 
exercise on smart grid real life experiences 
– producing a unique interactive mapping tool 
with all the collected smart grid projects 
• Reference Report “Smart grid projects in 
Europe: lessons learned and policy 
developments”
Smart grids policies
172
1529 November 2012
Smart grids policies
316 May 2012
EC Communication 
“Smart Grids: from 
innovation to 
deployment”
April 2011
JRC Report on CBA 
guidelines for 
Smart Metering 
Deployment
JRC Report on CBA 
guidelines for 
Smart Grid 
Projects
EC 
Recommendation 
on Smart Metering 
Deployment
March 2012
EC Regulation 
proposal for Energy 
Infrastructure
November 2011
EC Assessment 
framework for 
evaluation of smart 
grid projects 
(EC Task Force EG4)
Selection of Smart 
Grid projects of 
common interest 
within the 
Infrastructure 
Package
JRC Inventory and 
analysis of SG 
projects
Snapshot of 
smart grid
landscape
Use of case 
studies
• Assessment framework to provide guidance 
for conducting cost benefit analyses of Smart 
Grid (and smart metering) projects. 
– based on EPRI (Electric Power Research 
Institute)’s work and on collaboration between 
EC and US (DoE) in the EU-US Energy Council
– Contribution to Recommendation 2012/148/EU 
"roll-out of smart metering systems"
• A European Smart Grid project from the JRC 
inventory (InovGrid, led by EDP) used to 
fine-tune and illustrate the framework
Cost-Benefit Analysis 
for smart meters/grids
173
17
• Networking
• Dissemination
• Collaboration
JRC-EURELECTRIC Smart Grids 
Knowledge Sharing Platform
JRC Smart Grids 
Mapping Tool
http://www.smartgridsprojects.eu/ http://ses.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
174
Smart Electricity Systems
http://ses.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
Thank you for your attention
Marcelo Masera
marcelo.masera@ec.europa.eu
SMART 
ELECTRICITY 
SYSTEMS
JRC
-
SMAR  
ELEC RICITY 
SYSTEMS
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Shale Gas: perspectives and 
impact to the gas market in Europe
Vilnius Conference on Energy Security
Disclaimer: This presentation is a working-level input on unconventional gas and not an official position of the European Commission. Should you wish to obtain 
a political statement or for media related purposes please contact the Commission's press service or the Commissioner's spokesperson. 
Arne ERIKSSON
DG JRC F.3 - Energy Security
European Commission 
15/11/2012
2
iMPACT ?
FT.com (Nov. 6):
• PGNiG and Gazprom agreed to a 15% price cut on 
natural gas. Previous cuts announced for Eon, 
RWE, Eni, GdF……..
176
3
Source: US EIA
4
Source: US EIA
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5iMPACT ??
FT.com (Nov. 12):
• The US will overtake Saudi Arabia and Russia to 
become the world’s largest global oil producer by 
2017, according to the IEA, in one of the clearest 
signs yet of how the shale revolution is redrawing 
the global energy landscape 
6
178
7Presentation Overview
• Introduction
I. Shale Gas impact on EU gas markets
II. Shale Gas perspectives – Energy Systems 
Modelling
8
EC publications in September 2012
• DG Energy / JRC 
- Unconventional Gas: Potential Energy Market Impacts in the EU
• DG Climate
- Climate Impact of potential shale gas production in the EU
• DG Environment
- Support to the identification of potential risks for the environment and 
human health arising from hydrocarbons operations involving hydraulic fracturing 
in Europe
• DOWNLOAD:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/studies/energy_en.htm
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9DG ENER/JRC study
Published September 2012
Why? Contentious subject with policy 
implications 
Aims
• Assessment of the evidence on the 
impact on energy markets.
Contents
• Review of regional and global estimates
• Review of technologies
• Land and market access
• Impact on the European and the global 
energy systems
Methodology
• Evidence based policy and practice
• Energy Modelling
10
I. Shale gas impact on EU gas markets 
so far
• Factors
• Growth in the global and EU LNG market
• Structural changes to the LNG market
• The liberalization of EU internal gas market
• Effects
• Cheaper LNG and piped gas, but also…
• Cheaper coal
180
11
Source: US EIA
Historic and projected net US LNG imports
12
Net US gas imports have fallen
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13
LNG: Swing Suppliers and Short-Term 
Contracts
• Global LNG Trade
Sources: BP, Jensen (2009)
14
Increased EU-27 LNG Imports
Source: Eurostat
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15
Lower gas prices in Europe
Source: BP
16
Lower coal prices in Europe
Source: BP
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17
EU-US coal-gas cross correlation
Source: BP
18
II. Looking ahead: modelling results
• Resource estimates
• Production
• Imports
• Prices
• Electricity mix
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Variability in resource estimates
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Resource estimates have increased with 
production
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Modelling: Global gas production
Conservative Optimistic
22
Modelling: EU import dependence
Conservative
Optimistic
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Modelling: Structure of EU imports
24
Modelling: Wholesale gas prices
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Modelling: 2040 EU electricity mix
Conservative Optimistic
26
Conclusions
• Shale gas has already had a significant impact on 
the EU energy market.
• For the EU, shale gas has been more about 
liquidity than independence.
• Because the EU consumes so much energy, small 
improvements to the market and energy mix can 
make a huge difference.
• The EU policy debate is (slowly) maturing –
policy initiative in 2013.
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• Arne ERIKSSON
• Energy Security Unit
• European Commission | Joint Research Centre |
• Phone: +31 224 565383 
• Arne.ERIKSSON@ec.europa.eu
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Back-up slide 
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Alun Shale, Sweden
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COM policy evolution
• July 2012: Commissioner Oettinger suggests adding to the 
climate policy targets a goal of 20% industrialization.
• 2012 Industrial Policy Communication Update (October)
• Target: boosting the weight of industry in Europe from its 
current level of around 16 % of GDP to 20 % by 2020
• “Energy costs are a crucial competitiveness factor.”
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Activities at JRC
• Institute for Energy and Transport 
• Report: Unconventional Gas: Potential Energy Market Impacts 
in the EU
• Ongoing: Best available technology; Wider economic 
implications of domestic shale gas
• Institute for Environment and Sustainability
• Ongoing: Study focused on land use and water demand
• Draft report: Literature review report on environmental and 
social impacts
• Institute for Prospective Technological Studies 
• Review of Best Available Technologies reports (BREFs, Mining 
Waster Directive)
• Institute for Health and Consumer Protection 
• Review of REACH registration dossiers for fracturing fluid 
additives
191
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DG CLIMA study 
• Examination of potential 
climate impacts of shale 
gas production in the EU.
• Review of existing 
estimates of GHG emissions 
from shale gas production.
• Review of options for 
abating emissions from 
shale gas processes.
34
DG CLIMA study (2)
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COM policy initiative WP 2013
• Item 41: 
Environmental climate and energy assessment framework to 
enable safe and secure unconventional hydrocarbon extraction
• Scope: 
“examine options to ensure that opportunities to diversify energy 
supplies and improve competitiveness, including by production of 
unconventional gas, can be taken up. The framework would target 
a level playing field across the EU, clarity and predictability for 
both market operators and citizens including for exploration 
projects, full consideration of greenhouse gas emissions and 
management of climate and environmental risks in line with public 
expectations.”
• Public consultation launched in the coming weeks
• Stakeholder meeting in Q1 2013
• Impact Assessment June 2013
• Policy proposal (late) 2013
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European Parliament Committee Reports 
• Industry, Research and Energy Committee (ITRE)
• “US spot prices have fallen to a historic low… having an impact 
on the competitiveness of Europe’s economies and industry.”
• “shale gas will help to strengthen the position of customers 
vis-a-vis gas suppliers and should therefore lead to lower 
prices”
• Environment, Public Health and Food Safety Committee 
(ENVI)
• “Calls on the Commission to introduce an EU-wide risk 
management framework for unconventional fossil fuels”
• “ensure that Environmental Impact Assessment Directive 
provisions adequately cover the specificities of shale gas”
• Plenary debate and voting on 20 and 21 November
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Baltic Power System Sustainable Development 
with Smart Grids application on 
Transmission Level
Dr.sc.ing., asoc. prof. Irina Oleinikova
Mg.sc.ing., Artjoms Obushevs
Institute of Physical Energetics
Laboratory of Power System 
Mathematical Modelling
Latvia
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
15-16 November 2012, VILNIUS
Contents
• The Power System Modeling and Computational Challenge
• Dynamic management of sustainable development
• Approach & Tools
• Modeling and Computational Techniques
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3¾ Sustainable and secure planning and management of energy supply;
¾ Renewable Energy Resources;
¾ Power System Reliability;
¾ Distributed Energy Resources;
¾ Smart Grids;
¾ Electricity market.
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
Power System Modeling and Computational Challenge
9 Decision support for grid planning;
9Asset management support decisions related to network design and planning
taking into account deployed grid and the available technological solutions;
9 Risk Based Asset Management;
9 Economics of Asset Management.
Instrument for
Towards Smart Transmission System & Smart Grid Distribution System
Transmission Planning Model and Method Development (IPE task)
Objective - new and improved methods and tools for PS planning with a high share 
of RES and a high level of inter-operability and market integration, this will include:
¾ Model development and integration between areas (market, grid, reliability, long-
term planning, load forecasting, climatic models, DSO-TSO interfaces, etc.);
¾ Modeling of new markets (e.g. regulating power market);
¾ Model for sustainable development
¾ Optimizing of the grid design
¾ Development of decision support framework for investment strategies, policies, 
improved public acceptance, etc.
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M. Turcik,  A. Obushevs, I. Oleinikova, G. Junghans. Assessment of Wind Production 
Impacts to a Power System and Market Formation in Baltic // Riga Technical University 
53rd International Scientific Conference dedicated to the 150th anniversary and The 1st 
Congress of World Engineers and Riga Polytechnical Institute / RTU Alumni. Section of 
Power and Electrical Engineering Paper 8 of Subsection of Power Systems. Rīga, RTU, 2012.
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Transmission System Operation (future task)
Objective – will focus on new techniques and methodologies, for
secure and efficient operation of the transmission systems in a
future scenarios with high amount of DER, integrated super-grids
(onshore and offshore HV DC-grids) and high development of
SGT in distribution networks, incl. demand response, local
storage and local arrangements for balancing.
Key areas of focus are WAMS, WACS, Wide-Area Protection
and Defense, control coordination between areas and coordinated
control of meshed DC-grids connected to one or more
synchronous zones.
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
Objective – of this research is to contribute to the development of 
tools and methods for planning and operation of transmission 
networks which are needed to achieve a high share of RES in the 
supply mix while maintaining an acceptable level of supply 
security in the system as well as considers requirements and 
impacts of market with electricity.
Transmission Technologies (future task)
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
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Dynamic management of sustainable development
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
The Complexity of the Structure of the E-market
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
Power
Producers
Cross-border
capacity auctions
Electricity market
Day-ahead
market
Intra-day
market
Certificates and
allowance markets
Power 
Exchange
Balancing markets
Ancillary Services market
Generating capacity market
Transmission capacity market
Transmission capacity investments
Transmission System Operator
Investors
Fuel market
Fuel 
suppliers
Power 
Consumers
Neighboring Transmission Systems
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Role of the Grid Operators
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TSO and DSO have to cooperate with other Stakeholders in a number of 
key activities in the electricity sector, over different timeframes to ensure 
balance of the System.
Level of 
Balance Purpose of Balance
Time Period
of Forecast
Strategic
Prospect
Political decisions about Primary 
Energy Sources and Research ≥ 20 Years
Long-term
Balance Decisions of Investors 5-20 Years
Medium-term
Balance
Regulatory  and Relevant State 
Authorities 1- 5 Years
Annual
Balance
Preparation of Power System Operation 
and National Regulatory
1 Year 
Ahead
Short-term
Balance
To Ensure System Services for PS at 
the Transmission System Level
1 Day up to
Month
Operational
Balance
Real Time Operation & Balance of 
Power System
Minutes/
Hours
Time Horizon
Ac
tiv
ity
Today
10
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Power System Development Optimization Method
Economical analysis and optimization observing the development
perspective (20-30 years) inclusive initial information uncertainty:
9 to estimate the technical/economic state of a given system including
identification of the bottle-neck problems;
9 to determine whether the system is economically effective in order
to construct new PP, reconstruct or upgrade the existing PP, construct
new substations and electric transmission power lines, dismantle or
reconstruct substations and electric transmission lines, etc.
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 Estimation period shall correspond to average life-circle period of 
network – approximately within 20 to 30 years;
 The decision scenario in uncertain conditions about new construction, 
reconstruction or decommissioning of objects might be taken only for the 
nearest time period - decision-making period (2-7 years).
1 - estimation period, 2 - decision-making (planning) period 3 – adaptation period
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Model of Development Process
Principal concepts for sustainable development management of PS
D-action is activity related with new system object, e.g. power plant or transmission 
network construction, objects extension, reconstruction or modernization.
Development process of PS depends on realized d-actions and changing 
state of the System: 
Existing 
state e(t-1)
Development 
state e(t)+ =
Realized
development 
actions
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Technical data
Forecasted values in step t: 
available generation set,
demand pettern, etc.
xt - development actions set in step t (e.g. 
construction of new lines, reconstruction, 
new generators including RES & DER, new 
demand/load management facility etc.)
System development 
state: formed by previous 
system state and new
D-actions in t
et : = et-1 U xt
Reliability figures
Ecological figures
Annual income 
minus investment 
cost
Electricity 
market figures
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Development plan described as sequence of states:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )TeTeteteeeg ⊆−⊆−⊆= 1121 KK
{ }∑=∈=
T
t
tetF
Gg
gTF
1
))(,(max),(max
Dynamic optimization task is to determine optimal development plan, that has the 
maximal value of objective function:
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Dynamic optimization task is to determine optimal development plan, that has the 
maximal value of objective function:
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Wide-Area Transmission System Planning in Market Conditions 
Incorporating SGT
6-10th August IRKUTSK, LMPS 2012
OPF for Baltic model without congestions 
OPF for Baltic model without congestions OPF for Baltic model with congestions between LV and LT
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
A.Obusevs, I.Oleinikova, Z.Krishans. Modeling of Zonal Prices with Application in Long-Term
Development Planning Strategies // CYSENI 2012”, Kaunas, Lithuania, May 24-25, 2012 -
Conference Proceedings ISSN 1822-7554
CONCLUSIONS
6-10th August IRKUTSK, LMPS 2012
• Proposed  concept will be able for optimal long term development 
solution with implementation of SGT, set of feasible development 
alternatives (plans) therefore must be available.
• Implemented methodology for dynamic management of systems 
development helps to handle process of sustainable development of PS 
in long term horizon with technical-economic evaluation of projects 
and finding optimal solution.
• To achieve better performance analyses these can include wireless 
communication devices, FACTS devices, energy storage technology.
• Next research steps will be focused on improvement and OPF 
application in market conditions, right allocation and placement of 
FACTS devices as well as studies of DSM impacts through 
introduction and deployment of Smart Grids.
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL ENERGETICS
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Thank you for your attention!
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LV-1006, Riga, Latvia
Tel.: +371 67 558 616
E-mail: irina@edi.lv 
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Security of Supply on National 
Level in a European Electricity 
Market
Göran Morén
Director of Legal Department
The Power Transmission 
Network in Sweden
The Swedish grid comprises 400 and 
220  kV lines and interconnectors (AC 
and DC links)
Extent 2012   Overhead line Cable
400 kV AC       10 800 km          8 km
220 kV AC          4 020 km        29 km
HVDC                      100 km       660 km
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Security of Supply
• 36 447 MW installed generation capacity (hydro, 
nuclear, other heating and wind power)
• 26 000 MW expected peak consumption for a  
normal winter
• 27 500 MW expected peak consumption for a ten 
year winter
• 27 859 MW expected available production 
capacity
• 9 785 MW expected import capacity (max NTC) 
Power reserve
• Market based power reserve  1 750 MW
• Procured by the Swedish TSO
• The power reserve consists of electricity 
generation (1 255 MW) and consumption 
reductions (464 MW)
• The power reserve will be gradually phased out by 
March 2020 and transferred to a market based 
solution
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Certification of TSO
• Svenska kraftnät is a state owned public authority
• Svenska kraftnät Gasturbiner AB is wholly owned 
by Svenska Kraftnät. Its mission is to operate and 
maintain gas turbine plants for dealing with 
disturbances in the power system. The company 
owns 11 gas turbine plants with a total capacity of 
700 MW
• Ei considers this to be eligible with the unbundling 
requirements in the electricity directive and 
certified Svenska kraftnät as a TSO in July 2012
Joint Nordic balance regulation
• The balance regulation is handled jointly by the 
Nordic operators with system responsibility
• A common market for balance power where the 
most effective resources in all of the Nordic 
countries are used for upward and downward 
regulation
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Regulation
• Network operators are responsible for operating 
and maintaining and extending their network and 
their connection to other networks
• The network operator is also responsible for 
satisfying reasonable requirements for the 
transmission of electrical power in the long term
• If the TSO participates in European cooperation 
aimed at developing and maintaining a functional 
European Electricity market, the operations shall 
be considered part of the network operation
Revenue frame
• Shall cover reasonable costs in order to conduct 
network operation and provide a reasonable rate 
of return on the capital required (capital base)
• The capital base is calculated on the assets that 
are used for the network operations and 
investments and depreciations during the 
supervisory period
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Security of supply for customers
• The network operator shall ensure that outages in 
the distribution never exceeds twenty-four hours
• Consumers are entitled to compensation for power 
outage if the outage exceeds twelve hours 
• The compensation shall be paid with 12,5 % of the 
estimated annual network cost 
• If the outage exceeds twenty-four hours another 
12,5 % shall be paid
• Further compensation with 25 % shall be paid for 
each coming twenty-four hour period (max 300 %)
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Challenges and innovation in 
regulation of smart power systems
The experience of Italy
Luca Lo Schiavo
AEEG – Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas
Conference on Energy Security 
Outlook & Perspectives in the Baltic Sea region
Vilnius, November 16th, 2012
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EU ENERGY POLICY “20-20-20”
National renewable energy targets
Share of renewables in final energy consumption in 2005
> Share in 2020
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Italian Power System:
55 GW (peak), 35 million users, 335 TWh/y
GW installed 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
(expected)
Photovoltaic 
(almost all connected 
at MV-LV level)
0.4 1.1 3.5 12.5
16.8
Wind
(mainly in Southern Regions, 
mostly connected at HV level)
3.5 4.9 5.8 6.9
n.a.
RENEWABLES HIGH PENETRATION
THE CHALLENGE FOR THE POWER SYSTEM
Autorità per l'energia elettrica e il gas 4
THE EFFECT ON THE LOAD CURVE
OF RENEWABLES HIGH PENETRATION
550 MW 
PV power installed 
in this region in 1 year
(source GSE)
Central Italy Region MARCHE
HV/MV TRANSFORMED POWER [MW] 
(source TERNA)
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REVERSE FLOW TIME
% of year-time with reverse power-flow 
This indicator has been used to identify critical situation (risk 
of undesired inslanding in case of trip); it can be applied to 
both network and circuit level.
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KEY FEATURES OF SMART GRIDS
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
• Real grid: A real case in existing distribution networks: 
real grid, real customers and real generators 
– Focus on DG integration in MV networks [1-35 kV]: 
75% of DG power
• Active grid: the selected MV network has to be 
characterized by a reverse power flow
– At least 1% of yearly time with reverse power-flow 
from MV level to HV  
• Automated & controlled grid: the selected MV network has 
to be controlled (voltage limits / anti-islanding)
– Real time control system at MV level
• Open grid: non-proprietary communication protocols only
– minimize customer costs at the network interface
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THE P-smart CONCEPT: HOSTING 
CAPACITY AT NETWORK LEVEL 
MV
HV
MV MVLV
LV
REVERSE 
POWER-FLOW 
TIME: 1% of year Vcontrol
Psmart is the increase in DG-production (PDG) that can 
be connected to the grid in safe conditions (voltage, 
currents, frequency) thanks to smart investments on 
the grid without reinforcing the electrical infrastructure
Passive network: 
NO flow from MV to HV
Smart network – latency 10-20 s 
remote voltage regulation 
Smart network – latency 200 ms 
remote intertrip (no islanding)*
Smart network – latency 200 ms: 
+ storage 
Min. Load
PDG
PDG= 0
P s
m
ar
t
* Very critical in Italy 
due to fast reclosure 
(400ms)
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KPI-APPROACH
Synthetic indicator used to assess the expected 
performance of the selected projects
C
AjP
IP
m
ij
smart ∑
=
⋅
=
8760
EIEIP prepostsmart
−=
IP: priority index
Aj: project benefits [point score]
C: project costs [€]
P-smart: increase in DG-produced 
electricity / hour [MW]
EI-post: DG-produced electricity 
that can be injected in the 
network after the project in 
safe conditions [GWh]
EI-pre: DG-produced electricity 
that can be injected in the 
network before the project 
without reverse flow [GWh]
Quantitative 
cost and main 
benefit
indicator
Further benefits 
qualitative scoring
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SMART GRIDS DEMONSTR. PROJECTS
(PROVISIONAL) CONCLUSIONS
• Demonstration projects: no only lab, real service
• Focus on critical situation: MV, high DG penetration 
(flow MV to HV for >1% of time)
• Requirement: open communication protocols
• Selection process, KPI approach, evaluators
• Benefits – concept of Psmart
• Process still ongoing; expected
–Replicability on large scale
–Regulatory learning (next regulat.period 2012-15)
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INPUT-BASED INCENTIVES
remuneration of new strategic investments
• Electricity networks:
– extra remuneration guaranteed up to 8-12 years
for new strategic investments aimed at:
– reducing congestion in transmission networks
– facilitating network modernization (not quality)
– Promoting innovation (smart grid demo projects)
– Remuneration for new selected investment is currently 
between 9% -10% in real terms before taxes
(regulatory period 2008-2011)
Electricity WACC Max Incentive
Distribution 7 % +2%
Transmission 6,9 % +3%
Metering 7,2 %
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BENEFIT SCORE (Aj)
b1 N. generation plants/storage 6
b2 Increase of electricity production injected into the grid 12
b3 Increase of ratio "electricity production / electricity consumption" 8
b4 N. primary substations involved in the project 4
Max A1 30
b5 Participation of disperse generation to voltage regulation 6
b6 Presence of control system (SCADA) 6
b7 Bidirectional comunication and demand response 6
b8 Presence of storage systems and active power modulation 12
b9 Partecipation of DSO to ancillary service market 10
Max A2 40
b10 Project schedule 4
b11 Quality improvements 6
Max A3 10
b12 % of costs on not regulated subjects (DG and storage) 2
b13 Standard protocols 8
b14
Consistency between investment costs and objectives / expected 
benefits of the project 10
Max A1 20
Max  Project 100
A
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SELECTED SMART GRID PROJECTS
 
INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONALITY P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 
Bidirectional communication 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Participation of generation plants 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
SCADA in PS and on field 
measurements  9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Automation of the MV grid 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Participation of DSO to ancillary 
service market 9 9 9  9 9 9 9 
Presence of Storage systems 
   9  9   
Infrastructure for electrical mobility 
(test with DSO vehicles) 
 9  9  9 9  
Demand awareness (visual display) 
     9   
Technical solutions of selected projects. 
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SELECTED SMART GRID PROJECTS
 
Position 
rank 
Distribution Company 
Primary Substation (PS) 
Psmart  
[MW] 
Project Benefit 
(Aj) 
Cost  
[k€] Priority Index
1 P1. A2A  
PS Lambrate 
53.171 65 733 4715 
2 P2. ASM Terni 
PS Terni 
16.176 68 800 1375 
3 P3. A2A  
PS Gavardo 
7701 65 755 663 
4 P4. ACEA D. 
PS  Roma Malagrotta 
44.934 73 4.970 660 
5 P5. ASSM Tolentino 
PS Tolentino 
6211 66 689 595 
6 P6. ENEL D.  
PS Carpinone (IS) 
36.996 96 6.242 569 
7 P7. DEVAL  
PS Villeneuve 
12.951 68 1.616 545 
8 P8. A.S.SE.M.  
PS S. Severino 
3.661 64 642 365 
Selected smart grid projects. 
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MEASURING FOR REGULATING
Indicator Type of 
network
Usability for 
project 
assessment
Usability for 
output-based 
regulation
Reverse 
Power-Flow Time
Distribution
(at either 
network or 
circuit level)
Identifying critical 
situations due to 
high RES-
penetration
Filter 
(together with 
DG capacity)
P-smart Distribution
(at either 
network or 
circuit level)
Measure of main 
smart grid benefit
Possibly an 
output indicator 
(for incentive)
Energy not 
withdrawn from 
renewables due 
to congestion
Distribution or 
Transmission
No (ex-post 
indicator)
Possibly a 
disbenefit 
indicator (for 
penalty)
First regulatory thoughts for SG deployment in IT: DCO 34/11 
Further indicators are discussed in the just published CEER Smart Grid Status Review paper
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ERGEG SMART GRIDS POSITION PAPER 
final recommendations (2010)
• Ensure stable regulatory 
framework and long-term 
return on Investments
• Decouple profits and volume 
for grid operators
• Introduce output regulation: 
value for money of users
• Improve consumer awareness 
for energy use and market 
opportunities
• Incentivise innovative solutions 
(demonstration)
• Perform societal cost-benefit 
assessment
• Disseminate the results and 
lessons learned from the 
demonstration projects
• Adopt open protocols and 
standards for interoperability
• Distinguish grid- vs market-
related activities
• Learn from best regulatory 
practices
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES RECHARGE
9 Private charging points – Already settled
• Delivery points and dedicated meters at home
• Transport tariff: LV other uses
9 Public recharging points – Start pilots
• Transport tariff: new monomial tariff
• Pilot projects with several business models
• Demonstration projects can be driven either by DNOs or 
service providers
• Not yet regulated: MV-connected fast charging
In both cases – Integrate EVs in retail competition
• Energy price: market
Dialogue with legislative power
• Suggestions for consideration of the Parliament
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Business 
Models Distribution Recharging Supply
“DSO” 
distribution 
system operator
“LSP” Licensed 
Service Provider”
“CSP” 
Competitive 
Service Providers”
BUSINESS MODELS FOR EV PUBLIC 
RECHARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
• Multivendor approach mandatory for DSO business model
• Both Multivendor or Monovendor approach allowed for 
service provider models (see ARG/elt 96/11 Annex A)
Distribution company
with accounting separation Venditori
Venditori
Retail 
suppliers
Distribution 
company
Serv.provider 
(local license) Venditori
Venditori
Retail 
suppliers
Distribution 
company
Integrated retail-recharge providers 
(in competition like fuel car stations)
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THE RELEVANCE OF MARKET RESEARCH ON 
THE NEW “MOBILE ELECTRICITY CONSUMER 
”
Ernst &Young, Gauging interest for plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles in select  markets. Compared results (2010)
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INCENTIVES FOR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 
FOR EV RECHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
Smart grids pilot 
projects
• only for DSOs
• investment included in 
distribution RAB
• extra-WACC: +2% (12 years)
• evaluation and selection process 
(with help of Academics)
• quantitative and qualitative 
criteria – 8 project selected
• monitoring of results
• AEEG decision 39/10
EV recharging infrastructure 
pilot projects
• not only for DSOs: also SPs
• investment not included in 
distribution RAB
• remuneration: 728 euro/point/year 
(minus applicant’s discount)
• evaluation and selection process
• mainly qualitative criteria – 5 project 
selected (1 or 2 per business model)
• monitoring of results
• AEEG decision 96/11 
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SMART GRID or SMART POWER SYSTEM 
a very wide paradigma
SMART 
POWER 
SYSTEMS
DISTR. NETWORK
AUTOMATION
DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION
VOLTAGE
REGULATION
MICRO
GENERATION
active grid
ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
RECHARGING
INFRASTRUCTURE E-mobility
AEEG 
DECISION
292/06
AEEG DECISION
242/10
AEEG DECISION
39/10
AEEG 
DECISION
5/10
ELECTRONIC
METERS
smart metering
SUPPLIER
DISPLAYS
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
SMART
APPLIANCES
DR & EE
DEMAND
AGGREGATION
DEMAND
RESPONSE
LARGE SCALE
INTERMITT.GEN.
wind 
integr.
AEEG DECISION
103/03
STORAGE
SYSTEMS
storage
V-2-G
SERVICES
AEEG DECISION
288/12
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Thank you for your attention
lloschiavo@autorita.energia.it
www.autorita.energia.it
www.energy-regulators.eu
Please visit:
Suggested reading
CHANGING THE REGULATION FOR REGULATING THE CHANGE
Innovation-driven regulatory developments in Italy
ICER Distinguished regulatory scholar Award 2012
http://www.iern.net/portal/page/portal/IERN_HOME/ICER_HOME/ABOUT_ICER/Distinguished_Scholar_Award_2012
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Baltic electricity market development
Robertas Staniulis
Conference on energy security, Vilnius
November 15-16, 2012
From 18th June, 2012 Lithuania
– in the Nord Pool Spot map
2
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Prices remained stable with NPS Lithuania opening 
►After NPS area opening in Lithuania no big 
changes in price level
►Peculiarity of Lithuanian 
market – prices remain stable 
through the year due to isolated 
market, support schemes and 
contracted import
► In Nordics prices are fluctuating 
due to seasonal impact 
3
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Major achievements with NPS opening in Lithuania
►NPS opening in Lithuania is a big step in creating Nordic-Baltic electricity market as
planned in BEMIP
►NPS in the Baltics means increased market transparency and trust
►Further development with intraday market opening and common Baltic financial market is
foreseen
4
►Litgrid and Elering became the
shareholders of Nord Pool Spot AS on
1st August, 2012
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Changes in Baltics from 18th June, 2012 
►EE-RU: Estonia-Russia import area stays
the same
►ELE: represents new Estonian Latvian
import-export area
►LT–LV: Separate trading portfolio for each
market participant trading from (to) Latvia
or (and) Estonia. Trade results are netted.
►LT–KAL (RU): One trading portfolio for one
participant trading
►LT–BY: Separate bidding areas for import
export with portfolios per each market
participant.
Estonia (EE)
Estonia Russia 
Import area (ERI)
Estonia Latvian Exchange 
area 
(ELE)
5
Estonian‐Latvian cross‐border as a limiting factor
►EE-LV cross-border capacity is the limiting factor in Baltic
region
►EE-LV cross-border capacity is severely limited during the
summer time
►Typical Baltic market situation:
►Lowest price in EE
►Higher price in ELE because of limiting EE-ELE capacity
►The highest price in LT as it receives only a part of
electricity from EE
2012-08-23
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Estonian Latvijan crossborder ATC from 18th June
NTC Elering ATC 6
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Lithuanian and ELE price differences
►Prices in ELE and LT should be the same because of “unlimited” transmission capacities
►However, prices differ almost all the time, some days – dramatically
►As there is no direct linkage between ELE and LT areas market players’ trading strategy
decides the price, but not the markets itself
7
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High dependency on 3rd countries
►Electricity import to Lithuania is much more significant compared to EU countries
►Clear and transparent rules are needed for trade with 3rd countries
►New Baltic capacity allocation rules for trade from 3rd countries will be developed
►Principle of trade with 3rd countries should be two-way, not one-way
8
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20th August – average price in LT 123 EUR/MWh 
Hourly price fluctuated from 60 to 200 EUR/MWh
►Limited electricity supply from Estonian bidding area:
• Severely limited EE-LV capacities (270 MW) because of
line outage in Russia
►Less delivery from RU (deficit in Lithuanian market
~100 MW/h)
• Due to limited interconnection capacities
• The demand grows – market participants are trying to
buy electricity in the power exchange
►Limited local generation
• Limited availability of Kruonis HPSP
• Lithuanian PP blocks not working
► Increased demand in Latvia
• Riga TE2 planned outage – 175 MW
9
20th August – lessons to learn
10
►August 20 not a disaster, but in a short run it indicate the need
for:
►Better coordination among Baltic TSOs
►Better information for market participants via UMMs
► Increased liquidity in the Baltic market
► In the long-term shows a need for:
►Further market integration
►Competitive local generation
223
Further integration steps
Short-term steps 2013:
►NPS Latvia establishment
►Creation of intraday-market
Long-term steps 2014-2016:
►Creation of financial market
► Infrastructure development
2014-2016
Baltic States – part of integrated 
European electricity market
11
Thank you!
12
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Safety Requirements for New Nuclear 
Power Plant in Lithuania
Michail Demčenko, Evaldas Kimtys, Sigitas Šlepavičius
State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI)
Conference on Energy Security, Vilnius, 15-16 November 2012
Content
Nuclear facilities in Lithuania
Nuclear safety regulatory body
Nuclear safety legislation system
National nuclear safety requirements for
design of new NPP
Conclusions
2
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3Introduction
Nuclear Facilities in Lithuania  Existing Nuclear Facilities:
1. Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
9 2 RBMK‐1500 units (put into operation in 1983 
and 1987 respectively, final shutdown in 2004 and 
2009 in compliance with the protocol of Lithuania‘s
accession to EU)
2. Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility (~1/4 of INPP 
inventory)
3. Liquid radioactive waste management facilities
4. Cemented and Solid radioactive waste storage 
facilities
5. Maišiagala radioactive waste storage facility
(RADON‐type)
 Nuclear Facilities (planned or under construction):
6. New Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility (project B1; 
~3/4 of INPP inventory)
7. New solid radioactive waste treatment and storage 
facilities (project B3/4)
8. Storage facility and a repository for very low activity 
radioactive waste
9. Repository for low and intermediate activity 
radioactive waste
10. Visaginas Nuclear Power Plant
Nuclear facilities at Ignalina 
NPP site (existing, planned
or under construction)
Maišiagala radioactive 
waste storage facility
Nuclear safety regulatory body
State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI)
main functions:
9development and regular improvement of the nuclear
safety regulatory system
9review and assessment of safety of nuclear facilities
9issuance of licenses and permits
9oversight of the compliance with legal acts by conducting
inspections
9initiation of enforcement actions when necessary
4
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Nuclear safety legislation system
Basis for national nuclear safety legislation:
9 International and EU legislation (Convention on Nuclear
Safety, Nuclear Safety Directive)
9 IAEA safety standards – represent an international
consensus on what must constitute a high level of
protection and safety
9Western European Nuclear Safety Regulators
Association (WENRA) safety reference levels and
objectives
9 Practice of foreign countries (US NRC and others)
9 European Utility Requirements (EUR) 5
Legal framework on Nuclear Safety
6
Law on Nuclear Energy
Law on Radiation 
Protection
Law on Nuclear Power 
Plant
Law on 
Decommissioning Fund
Law on 
decommissioning of 
NPP
Top Law
Branch 
Laws
Special 
Laws
Law on 
Decommissioning of 
NPP
Law on Nuclear Safety Law on Radioactive Waste Management
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Law on Nuclear Energy (1)
Law on Nuclear Energy defines:
9Provisions on safe use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
9Rights, responsibilities and mutual relations of subjects acting in
the field of nuclear energy
9Basis for the state nuclear energy regulation, competence of
related institutions
9 Functions, administrative issues, rights and responsibilities of
nuclear safety regulatory authority
9Principal conditions for design, construction, operation and
decommissioning of nuclear facilities
9Principal requirements for physical protection of nuclear facilities,
nuclear materials and nuclear fuel cycle materials 7
Law on Nuclear Energy (2)
9Requirements for prevention of the nuclear and
radiological accidents and liquidation of their
consequences, as well as for emergency preparedness
and informing about such accidents
9Civil liability in the field of nuclear energy
9Economical and financial conditions for operation of the
nuclear facilities
9Employment specifics in the field of nuclear energy
8
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Law on Nuclear Safety (1)
The Law on Nuclear Safety further defines principal
nuclear safety requirements and clarifies procedures for
obtaining licenses and permits, establishing:
9 Areas of regulation relevant to nuclear safety, physical
protection, fire protection, emergency preparedness,
transportation and use of nuclear material, management of
radioactive waste, radiation safety, management systems of
nuclear facilities and activities
9 System of nuclear safety normative documents
9 Legal and administrative issues linked to activities of VATESI
9
Law on Nuclear Safety (2)
9 Competence of other state institutions
9 Principal requirements for persons acting in the field of nuclear energy and use
of nuclear or nuclear fuel cycle material, including nuclear material accounting
and control issues
9 Licenses and permits in the field of nuclear energy and administrative order of
issuance, suspending and cancellation of them; surveilance of holders
9 Safety assessment procedure and the main technical nuclear safety issues
9 Aspects of prevention of nuclear and radiological accidents and nuclear
incidents, and emergency preparedness
9 Provisions on public information
9 Provisions on scientific‐technical support
9 Enforcement actions
10
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Nuclear safety requirements defined by Law on Nuclear Safety
10 fundamental safety principles, formulated in line with
IAEA document SF‐1
The main requirements for license/permission holder or
applicant
Safety analysis in all stages of lifetime of nuclear facilities
Self assessment and assessment of experience
11
based on the IAEA Safety
Standards Series structure
consists of the basic reguirements
and rules as well as of special
requirements and rules
Basic requirements and rules
cover generic safety issues
special requirements and rules
details generic ones for specific
types of facilities and activities
12
Structure of VATESI regulatory documents
230
13
Main attitudes concerning new  nuclear power 
plant technology
Practical elimination of large early release scenarios
Resistance against large commercial aircraft crash
Limited impact to population and environment in case of
severe accidents
Implementation of engineering safety features devoted
to severe accident management
All lessons should be learned from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident!
Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant”
draft Nuclear safety requirements “Design of
Nuclear Power Plant”
9 Based mainly on IAEA requirements document “Safety of Nuclear
Power Plants: Design”, SSR 2/1 (issued in 2012, supersedes IAEA
requirements NS-R-1, issued in 2000)
9 Includes provisions from WENRA (Western European Western
European Nuclear Regulators Association) documents:
• WENRA reactor safety reference levels (minimal safety
requirements derived from IAEA safety standards and European
practices)
• WENRA safety objectives for new power reactors
9 Includes provisions of European “stress tests” specification,
prepared reacting to Fukushima Daiichi accident
14
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Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Definitions
9 Introduces many technical terms to be used in this and lower level
regulations
Safety objectives and goals
9qualitative safety objectives and principal quantitative risk goals are
formulated
9 The probability of events leading to significant radiological
consequences must be extremely low
9 The events leading to significant releases must be “practically
eliminated” by design features
Application of “defense in depth” concept updated
according to WENRA position:
9 The third level is dedicated to both single and multiple failure events15
Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Principal requirements:
9 Analysis and application of experience
9 Application of conservative approach
• Best estimate approach may be used only analysing very rare
events
9 Application of proven engineering practices
9 Correspondence between the design and safety assessment
9 Assurance of safety functions
9Reduction of radioactive waste, generated during operation
9Consideration of interfaces of nuclear safety with security and
safeguards
9Principal possibility of facility decommissioning
16
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Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Design requirements
9Analysis of all reasonably possible, including even most unlikely,
internal and external events that may jeopardize safety of
nuclear power plant:
• Internal events and hazards, any failure of nuclear power plant equipment,
human errors, malevolent acts
• Typical internal hazards are internal fires, flooding, missiles (darting scraps)
• External events are earthquakes, metrological events, industry incidents,
etc.
9 List of initiating events must be set in accordance with the
analysis of possible events. It must be demonstrated that nuclear
power plant can withstand such events without exceeding limits
set by regulations
17
Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
9 Events leading to reactor core melt must be considered
and adequate engineering features and management 
measures must be foreseen
9Extreme events, related to meteorological, geological and 
other natural events, loss of external power supply, heat 
removal from reactor core and (or) spent fuel pools and their 
combinations must be taken into account
• This provision is in accordance with “stress test” specification
18
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Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
9Includes provisions for aircraft impact
• Nuclear power plant must withstand crash of large 
commercial aircraft taking into account all possible 
relevant effects (strike, vibrations, fires, intake of petrol 
into building):
 Fundamental safety functions (shutdown of reactor, 
cooling of reactor and spent nuclear fuel pools, limiting 
of radiological consequences) must be fulfilled
 The resistance against aircraft crash must be 
demonstrated using deterministic approach (such event 
must be postulated)
19
Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
9 Safety classification of structures, systems and components must be
applied regarding importance to nuclear safety
9 Sufficient level of quality, reliability and availability of equipment
must be assured throughout the lifetime of NPP. The issues to be
taken into account:
• Fail‐safe design
• Single failure criteria
• Common cause failure analysis
• Separation, independence, redundancy, diversity
9Operational limits and conditions must be set
20
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Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Miscellaneous design aspects must be taken into consideration:
9 Possibility to construct safety related structures in accordance with safety
analysis report
9 Safety consideration of systems common for several units of nuclear power
plant in case of multiunit plant
9 Main requirements for systems which may contain radioactive material
9 Main requirements for systems used for heat production (co‐generation)
9 Issues linked to accounting and control of nuclear material
9 Issues linked to physical protection
9 Issues linked to emergency preparedness planning
Main requirements for deterministic and probabilistic safety
analysis
21
Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Principal requirements for design of the main systems of nuclear
power plant:
9 Reactor core and related to reactor core systems
9 Reactor coolant systems
9 Containment systems
9 Instrumentation and control systems
9 Systems of electric energy supply
9 Supporting and auxiliary systems
9 Energy conversion systems
9 Radioactive waste management systems
9 Nuclear fuel management systems
Main provisions of radiation safety
22
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Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” (cont.)
Safety management during design:
9Quality assurance issues
9Independent verification issues
9Design integrity issues
Assurance of safe operation:
9 Facilitate and simplify equipment availability verification and
maintenance
9 Equipment qualification
9Ageing management
Human factors must be considered
23
Other national nuclear safety requirements related to design of new NPP
Other supplementing nuclear safety requirements
and rules:
9 Preparation and Use of the Nuclear Power Plant’s Safety
Analysis Report:
• published - 2011, based on IAEA GS-G-4.1 “Format and
Content of the Safety Analysis Report for Nuclear Power
Plants”
9 Requirements for Management Systems:
• published - 2010, based on IAEA GS-R-3 “The Management
Systems for Facilities and Activities”, GS-G-3.1 “Application of
the Management Systems for Facilities and activities” and GS-
G-3.5 “The Management systems for Nuclear Installations”
24
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• Deterministic safety analysis:
9 under preparation, planned to be published – 2012/2013, based 
on IAEA SSG‐2 “Deterministic Safety Analysis for Nuclear Power 
Plants”
• Probabilistic safety assessment:
9 under preparation, planned to be published ‐ 2012, based on IAEA 
SSG‐3 “Development and Application of Level 1 Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment for Nuclear Power Plants” and SSG‐4 “Development 
and Application of Level 2 Probabilistic Safety Assessment for 
Nuclear Power Plants”
• Design of Reactor Core for Nuclear Power Plants:
9 under preparation, planned to be published – 2012/2013, based 
on IAEA NS‐G‐1.12 “Design of the Reactor Core for Nuclear Power 
Plants”
Other national nuclear safety requirements related to design of new NPP (cont.)
26
• Design of Reactor Cooling Systems in Nuclear Power Plants
9 under preparation, planned to be published – 2012/2013, based on IAEA NS‐G‐
1.9 “Design of the Reactor Coolant Systems and Associated Systems in Nuclear 
Power Plants”
• Design of Reactor Containment Systems for Nuclear Power Plants
9 under preparation, planned to be published – 2012/2013, based on IAEA NS‐G‐
1.10 “Design of the Reactor Containment Systems for Nuclear Power Plants”
• Instrumentation and Control Systems in Nuclear Power Plants
9 under preparation, planned to be published – 2012/2013, based on IAEA NS‐G‐
1.3 “Instrumentation and Control Systems Important to Safety in Nuclear Power 
Plants”
• Design, Installation and Operation of Power Supply Systems in 
Nuclear Power Plants
9 published – 2010, based on IAEA NS‐G‐1.8 “Design of Emergency Power Systems 
for Nuclear Power Plants”
_____________________________________________________
Other national nuclear safety requirements related to design of new NPP (cont.)
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Conclusions
9 Draft Nuclear safety requirements “Design of Nuclear Power Plant” is based on the
newest IAEA Safety Standards, WENRA documents and best international practice
9 The requirements include “traditional safety” provisions as well as several new
provisions
9 Aircraft crash must be considered in design of new nuclear power plant as
postulated event
9 The requirements contain provisions for sufficient resistance of nuclear power plant
against accidents, including rare events and events leading to reactor core melt. It is
also required that technical and management features, prepared in advance, should
cope with severe accidents and even with unfavorable long lasting conditions caused
by natural phenomena or equipment failure, either by combination of them. That
means that lessons learned from Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima Daiichi
accidents as well as from other less significant incidents shall be addressed in adequate
manner in the new NPP design
27
28
Thank you for 
your attention!
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Vilnius 15th November 2012
Lithuania Academy of Science
Vilnius
How EU Funds contributed to 
Energy Security in  MFF 2007-2013
and role of JASPERS
2
Agenda
Setting the framework;
JASPERS role;
Energy projects in MFF 2007-2013;
Result achieved;
Sharing of experience for next MFF.
239
31 – Setting the framework
4
`2 – JASPERS role
This section of the presentation will explain to you:
- Who we are;
- What we do;
- How we operate.
240
53 – JASPERS, who we are….
 JASPERS (Joint Assistance to Support Projects in European 
Regions) is a technical assistance unit to support Member States to 
prepare projects to benefit from EU Funds.
 Four partners: European Commission, European Investment Bank, 
EBRD, KfW.
 Offices in Luxembourg, Bucharest, Wien and Warsaw,
6
4 – JASPERS, what we do….
 JASPERS aim is to increase the quantity and quality of projects to 
be sent for approval to the services of the European Commission. 
 The assistance is provided free of charge, through in-house or 
contracted sector expertise, and is geared towards accelerating the 
absorption of the available funds.
 Drawn from experience with pre-accession period: continuing need 
to provide assistance with preparation of major projects. 
 JASPERS mandate has been extended to 2014-2020.
241
75 – JASPERS, what we do…
8
6 – JASPERS, what we do…
 In the Energy sector JASPERS activities in:
 Energy Networks.
 Energy Efficiency.
 Renewable Energy.
 Security of Supply.
 In the Knowledge Economy sector:
 Research & Development & Innovation (RDI).
 Information and Communications Technology (ICT).
 Education.
 Urban Development.
242
97 – JASPERS, how we operate…
1
Managing Authorities (MA) 
identify relevant projects 
potentially eligible for EU 
grant. 
At the beginning of the year, 
the Project Fiches are sent 
to JASPERS.
3
JASPERS proposes the Action 
Plan (AP) for the approval of 
the Steering Committee. 
Once approved by the 
Steering Committee, the 
Action Plan is submitted to 
the signature of the 
Managing Authority.
Member States continue to “own” 
the projects; they submit the 
applications for grants as 
required by the EU 
Regulations.
JASPERS reviews the Project 
Fiches and discusses the 
projects internally with DG-
REGIO and with the interested 
Managing Authority.
JASPERS experts work 
actively on the projects with 
the Beneficiary, the Managing 
Authority and the relevant 
Intermediate Bodies.
The European Commission takes a 
decision on the Project Application.5
2
4
6
10
8 – Energy projects in MFF 2007-2013
 Several projects were assisted geared to security of supply 
such as:
 Gas Transmission Pipelines;
 Power transmission lines;
 Renewable Energy sources;
 LNG Terminals;
 Underground gas storages;
 Energy efficiency;
 Horizontal studies: EE and Gas Market Study Poland.
243
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9 – Gas Pipelines
Several gas pipelines projects were supported in the Baltics:
 Jurbarkas-Klaipeda gas pipelines (LT) – 137 km DN 400
 Szczecin-Lwowek Pipeline (PL) 188 km DN 700 (approved)
 Gustorzyn-Odolanow Pipeline (PL) 168 km DN 700 (approved)
 Szcezecin-Gdańsk Pipeline (PL) 265 km DN 700 (approved)
 Gustorzyn-Rembelszczyna Pipeline (PL) – 176 km DN 700
Plus other minor projects, all the above contributed to reinforce the 
network, remove bottlenecks and improve TPA.
12
10 – Power Transmission  
 Power transmission line to allow Lithuania-Poland 
connection and reinforce the network in north east part of 
Poland:
 Ołtarzew Power station 400/220/110kV (EU approved);
 Power line  Narew Ostroleka (EU approved – 90 w.days);
 Power line Milosna-Siedllce-Ujrzanow (under preparation);
 Power lines Elk Area (under preparation).
Cooperation and collaboration
with PSEO and Lit-Pol Link.
244
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11 – Renewables
 Several renewables projects in the 
Baltic and outside to improve 
penetration of RES resources:
 Golice wind farm (PL);
 Kukinia wind farm (PL);
 Pelplin wind farm (PL);
 Lukaszow wind farm (PL);
 Biomass projects (PL);
 Support connection of RES to 
power network (PL);
 Support Geothermal project (CZ).
14
12 – Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 
 The LNG terminal is located on the premises of the 
Świnoujście port, is composed by two LNG tanks, and 
regasification facilities for feeding regasified gas into the 
transmission system with all supporting facilities.
 The project has been already submitted to DG REGIO with 
a request of 225 mio Euros. 
regasification capacity will be 570,000 Nm3 per hour, or 5.0 
billion Nm3 per annum
245
15
13 – Underground Gas Storages
 Underground gas storages in Poland improved the 
capability to store gas and allow better functioning of the 
system:
 Kosakowo Undeground Gas Storage (approved);
 Strachocina Undeground Gas Storage (approved);
 Wierzchowice UGS (submitted to DG REGIO);
 Possible other gas storages in the Baltic area.
16
14 – Energy Efficiency
 Energy Efficiency activities were performed in several areas 
such as:
 Eligibility criteria of buildings.
 Expected energy performance.
 Scope of investments.
 Expected economic and financial return.
 Applicant’s Guide and sample application.
 Selection (eligibility) criteria for the applications.
246
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15 – Horizontal Support
 Horizontal support was provided to better achieve higher 
quality of applications and contribute to capacity building of 
institutions:
 Seminars with DG ENV on EIA on energy projects;
 Gas Market Study for Poland;
 State Aid Support in Energy sector;
 Selection (eligibility) criteria for the applications in EE.
18
16 – Results achieved
The JASPERS support can be 
summarized as follow:
• Projects supported, 
submitted and approved
• Reduction in approval time
• Improvement in quality of 
projects
247
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17 – Sharing experience for next MFF
 Thematic concentration on Energy is necessary, do not fragment 
action in several OP’s or institutions.
 Plan ahead (EU agreement - OP’s - National Guidelines -
Eligibility Rules) and allocate resources.
 Define front-end proper coordination between stakeholders.
 Clarify State Aid in advance as much as possible.
 Environmental matters count, time is needed, no shortcuts!
…and in case of problems, let’s us know !
Even if the main focus of JASPERS is support to project 
preparation, we are currently supporting MS for the identification of 
priority axes and projects for the next MFF.
20
18 – Next MFF
2014-2020 !
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Thanks for attention !
Massimo Merighi
m.merighi@eib.org
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JULIJUS GRUBLIAUSKAS
ENERGY SECURITY SECTION
EMERGING SECURITY CHALLENGES DIVISION
NATO HQ
NATO‘s Energy Security Agenda:
Science Cooperation and 
Partnership Opportunities
Why is NATO involved in energy 
security activities?
y NATO is not merely a military alliance, it also has a strong 
political-security agenda, which was emphasised in the 
2010 Strategic Concept
y A stable and secure energy supply is important for Allies‘ 
national security and therefore of interest to NATO
y NATO is a value based organisation, freedom and 
democracy are among its founding principles. If energy 
dependence and vulnerabilities can affect the freedom of 
our decisions, they cannot be ignored.
y Energy vulnerabilities are not simply an "Eastern European" 
problem, this is a challenge for the whole Alliance and part 
of asymmetric risks we currently face
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What challenges does NATO address 
in the field of energy security?
y Terrorist attacks against energy infrastructure, 
especially in supplying regions outside NATO
y Growing cyber risks to critical energy infrastructure
y Piracy that affects the security of maritime supply 
routes
y Risks to secure and effective energy supply to 
NATO missions and operations
y Disruptions of vital energy supplies within NATO
y Regional instabilities that could affect stable 
energy supplies to NATO nations
What is NATO's added value in 
ensuring energy security?
y Transatlantic nature
yContinuum of political consultation, military 
planning & military action (e.g. anti-piracy 
mission)
y Intelligence sharing capabilities
yCrisis and consequence management 
instruments
yOwn pipeline system
yPartnership network
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The 3 NO's
yNo militarisation (of a market-driven 
issue)
yNo duplication (of other stakeholders’ 
roles and responsibilities)
yNo interference (with national economic 
policies)
What are our current projects and 
activities?
y Political consultations (among Allies and with partners)
y Enhanced intelligence sharing and strategic analysis
y Sharing best practices on critical infrastructure protection
y Crisis and consequence management exercises
y Maritime operations that have implications for energy security
y Promoting energy security, interoperability and efficiency in the military
y Supporting the activities of the NATO Energy Security Centre of 
Excellence in Lithuania
y Dialogue with other stakeholders (EU, IEA, UN, OSCE, private sector)
y Training and education (NATO Defence College in Rome, NATO 
School in Oberammergau)
y Science cooperation (NATO Science for Peace and Security Program)
y Public diplomacy
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What is NATO's way forward in the 
field of energy security?
At the Chicago Summit (May 2012) NATO Heads of 
State and Government decided to:
y Further integrate, as appropriate, energy security 
considerations into NATO policies and activities
y Develop our competence in supporting the 
protection of critical energy infrastructure
y Further develop our partnership activities
y Significantly improve the energy efficiency of our 
military forces
y Welcome the new NATO Energy Security Centre 
of Excellence
Why could you be interested in our scientific 
cooperation and partnership activities?
y NATO's Science for Peace and Security programme has undergone some
reforms and is now more flexible and better tailored to NATO priorities
y Oriented towards partnerships
y Science projects should have some practical applications for enhancing security
y Projects can include workshops, training and multi-year activities
y Initiatives can come both from the academia and NATO HQ
y Energy security is one of the priority topics and includes:
y Innovative energy solutions for the military;
y Battlefield energy solutions;
y Renewable energy solutions with military applications;
y Energy infrastructure security;
y Maritime aspects of energy security;
y Technological aspects of energy security.
y http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/78209.htm
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Energy security -
a critical approach
Andres Mäe
Estonian Foreign Policy Institute
Vilnius, 16.11.2012
Definition (well known)
 Energy security – the availability of sufficient 
and stable supplies at affordable prices
 ‘availability’ – sources (existence, location, access), 
production & transport (infrastructure)
 ‘reasonable price’ or affordability – markets (existence, 
regulations), consumption (effectiveness), environment
 ‘stable supplies’ or reliability – security of supply
 ‘Energy security needs to be extended to the 
safety of the whole supply-chain.’ Daniel Yergin 
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Critical approach
 Ubiquity and totality of energy
 myriad of risks usual in everyday business
 Totality of security
 defending of what? welfare? interests?
 How to measure energy security?
 energy intensity
 import dependence
 diversity
Political economy of energy security
 Theory of new security threats (Buzan, Wæver)
 security – lack of threat to health and sovereignty
 Interdependence theory (Keohane, Nye)
 sensitivity – costs of adaptation
 vulnerability – cost of alternatives
 Conclusion
 risks – only existential
 politics – adaptation or alternation
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Vulnerability instead of security
 Energy vulnerability – exogenous harmful 
events threatening lives or sovereignty via 
country’s energy system (Christie)
 How to measure?
 expected shortfall
 cost of alternatives
 Measurement unit – costs or affordability
Baltic States’energy relations (1)
 Fossil fuels 
 100% import dependence (ex. oil shale)
 coal, oil – open market, multiple suppliers
 natural gas – open market, single supplier
 considerable share in heat and electricity generation
 Local fuels
 biomass – multiple suppliers
 natural gas competes with other fuels
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Baltic States’ energy relations (2)
 Electrical energy
 security of supply via open market, multiple suppliers
 Heat energy
 district heating has substantial share in production
 number of producers cannot alternate fuels
 vulnerability in case of disruption of supplies
 reserve fuels, diversity of supply increase costs
Natural gas import, 3B
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Conclusion
 Uncertainty in energy policy measures
 economy vs politics
 political clout of energy companies/importers
 market vs state intervention
 market promotes effectiveness
 Limited options for energy policy
 alternatives are expensive
 political pressure against open market
Thank You!
Andres Mäe
Estonian Foreign Policy Institute
Vilnius, 16.11.2012
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Abstract 
The conference on Energy Security: ‘Outlook & perspectives in the Baltic Sea region’, was held in Vilnius, Lithuania on 15th and 16th of 
November, 2012 at the premises of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences. The conference was organised by the Institute for Energy and Transport 
of the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission, the Lithuanian Energy Institute and the Energy Security Center under the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania in Vilnius with speakers representing governments of the Baltic States, universities and 
research institutes, system operators and industrial companies. The conference was attended by ~170 registered participants. 
The participants favourably responded to the proposal of the Director of IET G. De Santi to create a platform for regional cooperation of 
science and research community on energy security in partnership with the JRC. The Lithuanian Energy Institute acting on behalf of the host 
country Lithuania and in cooperation with the regional partners and stake-holders from the Baltic countries has agreed to define the parametres 
of such a platform and in consultations with the JRC Institute for Energy and Transport to prepare a draft Terms of Reference. The Platform is 
expected to be officially launched during the Lithuania‘s Presidency of the European Union in 2013. 
 z 
As the Commission’s in-house science service, the Joint Research Centre’s mission is to provide 
EU policies with independent, evidence-based scientific and technical support throughout the 
whole policy cycle. 
 
Working in close cooperation with policy Directorates-General, the JRC addresses key societal 
challenges while stimulating innovation through developing new standards, methods and tools, 
and sharing and transferring its know-how to the Member States and international community. 
 
Key policy areas include: environment and climate change; energy and transport; agriculture 
and food security; health and consumer protection; information society and digital agenda; 
safety and security including nuclear; all supported through a cross-cutting and multi-
disciplinary approach. 
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